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PREFACE

The National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) ensures, for the citizen and the public servant, the President and the Congress and the Courts, ready access to essential evidence that documents the rights of citizens, the actions of federal officials, and the national experience. Increasingly, these records are created and maintained in electronic formats. To continue to fulfill its mission, NARA needs to respond effectively to the challenge posed by the diversity, complexity, and enormous volume of electronic records being created today and the rapidly changing nature of the systems that are used to create them.

To that end, the Electronic Records Archive (ERA) system, when complete, will provide a dynamic means of capturing, retaining, and presenting records upon request. This Concept of Operations (ConOps) document provides a conceptual overview of the proposed ERA system. The ConOps is intended to support the evolution of a fully integrated, modernized, and functional system where records of the Federal Government will be available to the public in perpetuity. Moreover, the ConOps is a living document and will be coordinated in a collaborative manner with industry, public, and Government stakeholders to ensure the viability of the concepts represented.
CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS (CONOPS)

1.0 Scope

The Electronic Records Archives (ERA) Concept of Operations (ConOps) document describes the desired characteristics of the ERA system from the user’s viewpoint. The sections below identify the proposed ERA system, provide a document overview and the approach used to generate the document, and provide a brief overview of the system.

1.1 Identification

The proposed ERA system will include all of the associated equipment, facilities, material, software, hardware, policy, technical documentation, services, and personnel required for operations and support at the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA). This version of the ERA ConOps builds on framework established in the initial version of the document. The information presented in the ERA ConOps should be reviewed jointly with the ERA Requirements Document (RD) as the ERA RD explores some information not presented here.

1.2 Document Overview

The ERA ConOps document serves as a vehicle to communicate the high-level quantitative and qualitative characteristics of the system to the user, buyer, developer, and other stakeholders. The ideas expressed in the ERA ConOps are the result of analyzing the challenges involved in the preservation of electronic records and the use of the Open Archival Information System (OAIS) model to efficiently address these challenges. Lastly, there are no security or privacy considerations attached to the use or distribution of this document.

- Section 1 describes the approach for developing the ERA ConOps.
- Section 2 provides a list of reference documentation that was used in the creation of the document.
- Section 3 describes the current NARA systems dealing with electronic records.
- Section 4 discusses the justification for and nature of changes based on the most current information.
- Section 5 of the document provides information on proposed system concepts.
- Section 6 describes operational scenarios.
- Section 7 summarizes operational, organizational, and other impacts during development.
- Section 8 analyzes the proposed ERA system.
- Section 9 provides additional information such as an acronym list that can be used to enhance readability and understanding of the document.
- Section 10 is reserved for appendices.
- Section 11 provides a glossary of archival terms used herein.
1.2.1 Approach

The initial approach taken by the ConOps Integrated Product Team (IPT) to develop this document used concept analysis, the process of analyzing a problem domain and an operational environment for the purpose of specifying the characteristics of a proposed system from the users’ perspective. This method helped to clarify and resolve vague and conflicting needs, wants, and opinions by reconciling divergent views. Using this approach, the potential for designing a system in which each individual function meets its specifications, but the system as a whole fails to meet the users’ needs, was minimized.

This version of the ERA ConOps document builds upon the framework established with the initial version, thus enhancing information previously presented, and has been updated to reflect the current state of the proposed ERA system. Information is being gathered through many means such as use case analysis, domain modeling, and a comprehensive Business Process Re-engineering (BPR) of the entire records lifecycle.

Information obtained from the ERA Program Management Office (PMO) Use Case (UC) Analysis project, and concept papers by members of the ERA PMO and ERA Program Office Support Team (POST), were used for the purposes of validating existing requirements, deriving additional requirements, and showing the interaction of users with the system. Additionally, the information gained enabled refinement of the user classes and operational scenarios.

As mentioned above, in order to incorporate ERA’s approach to confronting the challenges of preserving electronic records into an integrated approach to the lifecycle management of all records, a reexamination of all of NARA’s current business processes was required. The first phase of the Records Lifecycle BPR effort characterized the “as-is” NARA processes and created high-level “to-be” processes including new and redesigned processes for electronic and non-electronic records.

1.2.2 IEEE Standard

The ERA ConOps document was generated using guidance provided by the IEEE Std. 1362-1998, *IEEE Guide for Information Technology-System Definition-Concept of Operations (ConOps) Document.*

1.3 System Overview

The Archivist of the United States officially authorized the ERA program under NARA Directive 101-Part 3, Section 6, on October 31, 2002. The directives states:

“Electronic Records Archives Program: Works with other offices to develop and initially deploy an Electronic Records Archives system that enables NARA to preserve and make accessible any type of electronic record in a format that frees it from the computer system in which it was created.”

As a program, ERA is composed of the policies, procedures, practices, and the necessary technology that will enable NARA to build the ERA System to receive, preserve, and provide...
access to electronic records and, to support NARA’s end-to-end process for lifecycle management of all types of records.

NARA believes that the management of records (electronic records and non-electronic) should be an integrated process that provides maximum efficiency and value for users. NARA has taken a lifecycle management of records approach to managing records. This approach promotes more effective and efficient processes by sharing relevant data and seamless transition from one (1) phase to another. The proposed ERA system should support NARA’s end-to-end lifecycle management processes, including the creation of records schedules, transfer, and archival description for all records, i.e., electronic and non-electronic.

The proposed ERA system will ingest, preserve, and provide access to electronic records of all three (3) Branches of the U.S. Government and donated historical material in NARA’s custody. The proposed ERA system is envisioned as a comprehensive, systematic, and dynamic means for preserving any kind of electronic record, free from dependence on specific hardware and/or software. ERA, when operational, will make it easy for NARA customers to find records they want and easy for NARA to deliver those records in formats suited to customers’ needs. The system should automate many of the electronic record lifecycle processes and make it easier to deliver electronic records in formats suited to customers’ needs. The proposed ERA system will support NARA’s lifecycle management of records of the President, the Congress, the Supreme Court, other Federal courts, NARA’s Federal Record Centers as well as the National Archives and Presidential Libraries, and other agencies of the U.S. Government. In addition, the system will be used for records accepted by NARA under a deed of gift. The actual locations of these operating centers/sites have not yet been determined. Where the proposed ERA system fits organizationally is provided in Section 5.5.1, Organizational Structure.

Lastly, the NARA ERA system is defined as a Major Application per the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular No. A-130, Revised, (Transmittal Memorandum No. 4), Management of Federal Information Resources, Appendix III, A (2)(d); since it requires “special attention to security due to the risk and magnitude of the harm resulting from the loss, misuse, or unauthorized access to or modification of the information in the application.” The ERA system will undergo a rigorous security and accreditation process to be performed by a yet to be determined certifying agency. The final Security, Test, and Evaluation (ST&E) reports, in conjunction with the ERA System Security Plan (SSP) and Plan of Actions and Milestones (POAM), are used to build the Security Certification Package used in the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Certification and Accreditation (C&A) Process. Successful completion of the C&A Process is mandated by OMB Circular A-130, Management of Federal Information Resources, Appendix III; prior to all Major Applications and General Support Systems being placed into production and allowed to process information.

2.0 Referenced Documents

The standards, guidelines, and NARA and ERA PMO documentation used to develop the ERA ConOps are described in the sections that follow.
2.1 Standards and Guidelines

The standards and guidelines used in preparation of this document are listed below.

- Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems, CCSDS-650.0-B-1, *Reference Model for an Open Archival Information System (OAIS)*, January 2002

Note: The OAIS model was developed by the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) at the request of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). ISO adopted and issued the CCSDS-650.0-B-1 based on the recommendation CCSDS, as ISO standard 14721:2003: *Space Data and Information Transfer Systems -- Open Archival Information System -- Reference Model* on February 24, 2003.

2.2 NARA Documentation

The following NARA documentation was used to support the generation of this document.

- Cahoon, L. Reynolds, Testimony for the Oversight Hearing of the Subcommittee on Technology, Information Policy, Intergovernmental Relations and the Census of the Committee on Government Reform, U.S. House of Representatives, July 8, 2003
- Carlin, John, W., Testimony for the Oversight Hearing of the Subcommittee on Technology, Information Policy, Intergovernmental Relations and the Census of the Committee on Government Reform, U.S. House of Representatives, July 8, 2003
- ERA System Scope Mapped to Records Lifecycle BPR As-Is Process Model, March 27, 2003
- NARA Directive 101-Review of Information Technology (IT) Investments, August 18, 2003
- NARA Directive 801-Part 3, Section 6, October 31, 2002
- *The Strategic Plan of the National Archives and Records Administration 1997-2008, Ready Access to Essential Evidence, Revised 2003*
2.3 ERA PMO Documentation

The following ERA PMO documentation was used to support the generation of this document.

- Analysis of Alternatives (AoA), Versions 1.1 and 2.0
- Concept Of Operations (ConOps), Version 3.1
- Design and Deployment Concepts (DDC) paper, Version 2.0
- Legacy Transition Plan (LTP), Version 1.1
- Mission Needs Statement (MNS), Version 1.2
- External Interface Requirements Document (IRD), Version 0.01*
- Program Management Plan (PMP), Version 2.3
- Requirements Document (RD), Version 3.0
- System Security Plan (SSP), Version 2.0
- Security Test & Evaluation Plan (ST&EP), Version 0.02*
- Target Release Paper (TAR), Version 1.1
- Use Case Document (UCD), Version 2.2
- Vision Statement (VS), Version 1.0

* Indicates that these are DRAFT documents that will be made available upon completion and approval of the FINAL version.

2.4 Other Documentation

Other documentation used to support generation of this document includes OMB Circular No. A-130, Revised, (Transmittal Memorandum No. 4), 28 November 2000, Appendix III, Security of Federated Automated Information Resources.

3.0 Current System or Situation

The following sub-sections describe the background, objectives, and scope of the current system or situation; operational policies or constraints; the current system or situation; modes of operation for the current system or situation; user classes and other involved personnel; and the support environment.

3.1 Background, Objectives, and Scope

Currently, NARA’s Information Technology (IT) infrastructure consists of multiple independent systems and/or applications that do not meet the mission needs, or effectively address NARA’s complete business process or the entire lifecycle management of electronic records. NARA’s records lifecycle management processes and its preservation processes for electronic records are neither fully automated nor fully integrated. Over the last three (3) decades, NARA has successfully accessioned, preserved, and provided access to a limited quantity of highly structured electronic records because the volume and record types were manageable in size and diversity. However, the volume, complexity, and diversity of Federal records has changed significantly, making the current business and technical strategies inadequate and inefficient. Scheduled future accessions of electronic records will require NARA to increase its current
capabilities to address increased scope, diversity, and volume of records. Due to the lack of a single system and/or group of systems to meet the needs of NARA and the cost prohibitive nature to upgrade or modify these systems, as offered in the analysis provided in the ERA AoA, the following information has been omitted:

- The goals of the current system;
- The strategies, solutions, tactics, methods, and techniques for meeting the goals of the current legacy systems; and
- The interfaces to the operational environment used to define the scope of the proposed system for the current legacy systems.

3.1.1 Analysis of the Current Systems

NARA’s legacy systems are stove pipe systems that are incapable of providing the breadth and depth of functionality that the proposed ERA system will provide. Currently no single system or group of systems exists that will provide the capabilities envisioned for the proposed ERA system. To support this assertion, analyses were performed by both the Analysis of Alternatives Integrated Product Team (AoAIPT) and the Legacy Transition Integrated Product Team (LTIPT). The methodologies implemented, including research performed and subsequent findings, can be found in the ERA Analysis of Alternatives (AoA) and ERA Legacy Transition Plan (LTP) documents respectively.

3.1.1.1 First Analysis of Alternatives Findings

In the initial analysis performed by the AoA1 IPT, four (4) alternatives for the development of ERA were identified and examined. The alternatives considered where the privatization of ERA, use of legacy systems, combination of legacy systems, or the development of a new system. Using a multi-step analysis methodology, the AoA1 IPT rated the alternatives and selected the alternative that would best meet the goals and objectives of the NARA mission.

In the first step, the AoA1 IPT identified a number of basic criteria from existing ERA needs and Federal laws that each alternative would have to meet. Through their analysis, the AoA1 IPT eliminated the alternative of privatizing ERA as this alternative would be unable to comply with current Federal laws and regulations.

In the second step, the three (3) remaining alternatives were scored against the Mission Tasks, Measures of Effectiveness, and Mapping to ERA Level-0 Requirements. Mission Tasks representing NARA’s business needs were identified and used to evaluate the remaining alternatives. The AoA1 IPT then further defined each Mission Task in terms of the Measures of Effectiveness that represented the detailed measures of proficiency in performing a task described by a Mission Task. In the final analysis, the alternatives of either using legacy systems or combining legacy systems, failed to meet the mission tasks, with an average score of 27% and 62% respectively. The alternative to build a new system scored a 100%, meaning that the new system could fulfill the mission tasks. Lastly, when compared to Level-0 requirements, only the build a new system alternative was determined to be capable of meeting all of those top level...
requirements. The analysis proved that to remain with the current environment, i.e., legacy systems and/or to combine those systems, would result in the failure of NARA to meet its mission in the future.

Lastly the AoA1 IPT performed a technical and cost analysis with respect to the development of a new system using a unique architecture versus a common architecture. The final analysis determined that the proposed system should be designed and developed using the more efficient common architecture as it aligns more closely to the business needs of NARA, simplifies the use and integration of applications, and is in compliance with a growing number of Federal guidelines.

As excerpted from the *ERA AoA* (version 1.0), the AoA1 IPT recommended that ERA should be built by developing a New System using a Common Architecture. Develop a New System is the only alternative capable of meeting the functional requirements of ERA over time. A Common Architecture is the enterprise architecture that fully complies with federal guidance for system development, and is the only architecture that will allow ERA to respond to changes in NARA’s business needs in a timely and cost effective manner.

### 3.1.1.2 Second Analysis of Alternatives Findings

Using a seven (7) step process, the AoA2 IPT revisited the alternatives considered in the first analysis and decided to perform a more in-depth analysis on the status quo, i.e., use of and/or enhancing existing systems such as Archival Research Catalog (ARC), Access to Archival Databases (AAD), Order Fulfillment, and Accounting System (OFAS), and others. In addition to examining the use of existing systems, the AoA2 IPT also examined deployment alternatives. The findings provided herein however concentrate solely on the findings with respect to the ability of existing systems to meet the mission needs of NARA.

As excerpted from the *ERA AoA* (version 2.0), the Status Quo Alternative exhibits the following characteristics that prevent it from meeting the Mission Need:

- The vision of Information Technology (IT) is limited to the needs of the specific project and not the entire NARA organization;
- There is little or no capability for integration or interoperability;
- The applications consist of stovepipes that are difficult to maintain, integrate, and evolve; and
- The applications are short-term solutions, not a framework for evolving or maintaining existing information technology and acquiring new information technology.

In the area of Records Integrity, the Status Quo alternative has the ability to handle only ASCII data, a fraction of possible ingest, and is unable to manage schema. Workflow is manual in many cases and will potentially limit the volume of records that can be processed. However, Status Quo is capable of dealing with metadata (e.g., ARC, AAD) to some extent, and has the ability to validate records and their structures.

A risk evaluation was also performed using the Status Quo systems. The evaluation on these systems, all of which are provided in Appendix C of the *ERA AoA* (version 2.0), provide only a
marginal amount of the ERA required functionality, are incapable of the throughput required by ERA, and have not been integrated.

Status Quo, in its present state, does not comply with the FEA or the President’s Management Agenda. In brief, Status Quo cannot process the anticipated volume of electronic records, process the diversity of the electronic records, provide persistent preservation of electronic records for long periods of time, or provide access to the disparate types of electronic records. The conclusion of the AoA2 IPT is that Status Quo with substantial investment will never meet the needs of ERA. Thus the Status Quo alternative “fails” on the basis of risk.

An Integrated System is the only alternative capable of satisfying ERA requirements through a flexible combination of COTS, custom products, and service outsourcing.

3.1.1.3 Legacy IPT Evaluation Findings

The Legacy Transition Integrated Product Team (LIPT) also performed analyses that compared/mapped the capabilities of the legacy systems to the requirements that will comprise the proposed ERA system. The analysis determined that the current capabilities of the legacy systems represented but a fraction of the capabilities that are planned for the proposed ERA system. This comparison is represented through the use of tables throughout the Legacy System Requirements section of the ERA LTP.

The legacy systems that this section refers to are presented in Section 3.3, Description of the Current System or Situation, and appropriate sub-sections. Please refer to this section for an overview of the legacy systems, including limitations.

3.1.2 Motivation for a New System

NARA’s lifecycle management processes for Federal records include records scheduling, appraisal, transfer, destruction, description, and access review. These processes remain largely manual, with little information technology support beyond generic office automation. As part of the Records Lifecycle BPR, NARA has recently completed the first phase of a BPR of all its records lifecycle management processes. A second phase of the BPR is currently underway. It addresses scheduling and appraisal of all records as well as processing transfers of electronic records. Other aspects of the lifecycle management of records will be addressed in future BPR activities. NARA needs a system capable both of automating redesigned work processes, where appropriate, and of implementing business rules in workflow.

There are many factors that motivate the need for a system that will adequately preserve electronic records for as long as they are needed, while at the same time provide access to those records. Some of these factors include the content of the electronic records that will be accessioned reflects a broad spectrum of programs and activities of the Federal Government; Changing technologies that support new and different types of data with enhanced formats (e.g., e-mail, geospatial data, digital imagery, office automation products, etc.); and rapid growth of the Internet that fuels increased public demand for improved on-line access to the electronic
records held by NARA. The only viable solution that will enable NARA to meet its vision and mission is to design, develop, and implement a new system.

NARA is not new to the preservation of electronic records. The agency has been accepting and preserving electronic records for more than 30 years. In that time, NARA has scheduled, appraised, accessioned, preserved, and provided access to electronic records created by the U.S. Congress, the courts, the Executive Office of the President, numerous Presidential Commissions, and nearly 100 bureaus, departments and other components of Executive Branch agencies. NARA’s current electronic records strategy calls for the storage of data in a software and hardware-independent format (typically fixed length or delimited files in a standard character set, such as ASCII), on a master and back-up copy of proven, commercially available storage media. Lack of automated capability also imposes narrow limits on access to these records.

For the past two (2) years, NARA has been working with agencies through its Electronic Records Management (ERM) initiative to expand the data types that NARA will accept. The ERM initiative provides the guidance that agencies will need to manage their records in electronic form, addressing specific areas of electronic records management where agencies are having major difficulties, and will enable agencies to transfer electronic records to NARA in a variety of data types and formats so that they may be preserved for future use by the government and citizens. Additional information about the ERM initiative can be found on NARA website.

For the storage of the electronic records that have been accessioned, NARA adheres to prescribed environmental standards, performs annual statistical sampling to guard against any loss of data, and copies the records onto new media before any deterioration of the current media occurs. Historically, media refreshment has occurred on a 10-year cycle. Through these processes, NARA has had few problems related to digital storage media, but without automation its ability to accommodate expected growth in electronic records assets is severely limited.

These current NARA technical strategies for electronic records that support preservation, management, and sustained access are inadequate and inefficient. NARA expects to receive rapidly growing volumes of increasingly complex and varied electronic records in the future. The agency’s systems are incapable of ingesting complex records in a variety of file formats and are unable to meet the challenges of varied and complex file formats that are expected in the future. These systems also have the following limitations:

- They are unable to accommodate expected exponential growth in the volume of records NARA expects to receive in the future;
- They provide very limited online access to electronic records; and
- They require labor-intensive review and redaction of records containing restricted information.

Currently, NARA has no systems which support services for electronic records in Federal Records Centers.

In order to meet NARA’s strategic goals, the proposed system should be able to accomplish the following goals:
• Support NARA’s records lifecycle management processes and continuing improvements with the efficiency, quality, effectiveness, and timeliness required by those processes;
• Provide access to descriptions of all types of records preserved by NARA;
• Accept/ingest electronic records in a variety of complex formats;
• Accommodate future digital formats;
• Accommodate open ended growth in the volumes of electronic records it receives, preserves, and delivers;
• Ensure the authenticity of the electronic records NARA preserves;
• Provide access to the electronic records; and
• Support flexible services for electronic records which NARA holds on behalf of other Federal agencies in its Federal Records Centers.

3.1.3 Modes of Operation of the Current System or Situation

Modes of operation for the current legacy systems are provided in Section 3.4, Modes of Operation for the Current System or Situation.

3.1.4 Classes of Users

Classes of users for the current legacy systems are identified in Section 3.5, User Classes and Other Involved Personnel.

3.2 Operational Policies and Constraints

There are no other constraints beyond those mentioned in previous sections and in Section 4.0, Justification for and Nature of Changes. Limitations of a number of the systems that comprise the current environment are discussed in Section 3.3, Description of the Current System or Situation, and appropriate sub-sections.

3.3 Description of the Current System or Situation

NARA’s current environment consists of a number of independent systems that do not adequately fulfill its mission needs, comprehensively address the entire lifecycle management of records, or support all of NARA’s evolving business processes. These stove pipe systems are incapable of scale, extensibility, and interoperability with other systems. Systems such as the Archival Preservation System (APS) and Archival Electronic Records Inspection and Control (AERIC) allow NARA to preserve the bits that make up electronic records and verify the structure and content of only a limited number of types of electronic records. The Archives Document Review and Redaction System (ADRRES) and the Unclassified Redaction and Tracking System (URTS) will be instrumental in the access review process for electronic records and records converted to electronic form. Currently, the Archival Research Catalog (ARC) and Access to Archival Databases (AAD) systems are operational and available. ARC is an online catalog of NARA's nationwide archival assets of all types of records and provides search capabilities in order to retrieve descriptions of archival materials and digitized images of a small portion of these materials. AAD provides the capability for the public to search, view, and
retrieve via the Internet, electronic records from a small number of the databases NARA preserves.

While a description for each of the independent systems, as excerpted from the ERA AoA, is provided below, these systems alone or grouped together are incapable of addressing or satisfying the mission needs of NARA. The information in the sub-sections below is provided for completeness; however, to reiterate, based on the conclusion of the analyses that have been performed on the current systems, the current systems do not meet the operational needs that are required to meet NARA mission goals and objectives. As such, information on the following components of the current systems has not been provided and is tailored out.

- Charts and accompanying descriptions depicting inputs, outputs, data flows, control flows, and manual and automated processes
- Cost of system operations
- Operational risk factors
- Performance characteristics
- Quality attributes
- Provisions for safety, security, privacy, integrity, and continuity of operations in emergencies

3.3.1 Descriptions and Capabilities of Existing Systems

The following sub-sections provide a functional description of each legacy system and include any known limitations. A summarization of the high level functionality of these systems is also provided.

3.3.1.1 Access to Archival Databases (AAD) System

Function: AAD is the first publicly accessible application developed under the auspices of the ERA Program. The AAD System provides online access to electronic records that are highly structured, such as databases. The initial release of AAD contains over 400 data base files from more than 30 series, which include well over 50 million unique records. These series were selected for AAD because their records identify specific persons, geographic areas, organizations, or dates, and so lend themselves well to this form of access. Some of these data files serve as indexes to other non-electronic records in NARA’s assets. The AAD system does not, however, support quantitative or statistical analysis of data.

AAD provides users with the capability to search for and retrieve specific records from selected series and data files over the Internet. With AAD, users are able to select a series of electronic records, select a specific data file within a series, and are then provided with the capability to search for pertinent records by entering unique values, such as personal names, dates, cities, and states. AAD displays the records that match the search criteria entered by the user. Users may then view the records, print the records, or copy the records to their own computers and save them as electronic files. Because similar functionality is required by ERA, the decision has been made to subsume AAD functionality into ERA.
Current Limitations: The AAD system is limited to providing access to structured and possibly semi-structured data stores as independent logical files. There is an operational limitation, in that data preparation to bring a database online is very labor intensive.

3.3.1.2 Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Processing and Redaction Systems

The current systems for processing Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests and redaction of records are ADRRES and URTS. ADRRES is currently in use in the Special Access and FOIA Staff (NWCTF), and in the Initial Processing/Declassification Division (NWMD) in the National Archives and in the Ronald Reagan, George H. Bush, and William Clinton Presidential Libraries.

3.3.1.3 Archives Document Review and Redaction System (ADRRES)

Function: Among NARA’s assets are many security classified and other access restricted records. For accessioned records, NARA conducts systematic review of these records and also responds to individual FOIA requests and requests made under the review provisions of the current Executive order on declassification and the Presidential Records Act.

For security classified records, ADRRES allows NARA to track systematic review and FOIA projects, manage the review workflow, scan paper records and redact the resulting digital images, track review decisions on individual documents over time, track correspondence with requesters, track appeal requests, and produce statistics and reports as needed (for example the Annual FOIA Report required by the Department of Justice). ADRRES meets Federal requirements for storing and processing records at the Top Secret (TS) level and below. Additionally, NARA deploys an ADRRES Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI) system, which stands separately from the TS system, for maintaining records classified above the TS level.

ADRRES currently meets a number of high-level ERA requirements. Because of this strength and other strengths listed below, a decision has been made to subsume ADRRES functionality into ERA.

- Provides for review of electronic records for potentially restricted information by authorized personnel
- Implements the results of electronic records review (release, redact, withdraw records)
- Provides the capability for appeal of review results
- Provides workflow support for redaction actions
- Provides for redaction of electronic records

Both ADRRES and URTS are based on HighView software. More Federal agencies use the HighView review and redaction products than any other similar product. NARA’s eventual goal is to conduct records referral of equities for records under review from one (1) agency to another electronically.

Current Limitations: ADRRES is currently used for digitized images of paper records. It is not concerned with issues of accessioning, description, preservation over time, or unmediated
user access. ADRRES can accept certain kinds of electronic records at this time. Clinton Administration email messages from the Federal components of the Executive Office of the President are currently being loaded into ADRRES. Current security regulations do not allow unclassified electronic output from a classified system like ADRRES, so redacted images are printed to paper for delivery to requesters. Current security regulations also prevent ADRRES from interfacing with other systems.

3.3.1.4 Unclassified Redaction and Tracking System (URTS)

Function: ADRRES and URTS contain the same functionality. Both systems can receive either electronic records or scanned versions of paper documents for review and redaction. At this time, URTS has more storage capacity than ADRRES. Plans are underway to increase ADRRES’s storage capacity to be able to handle the Clinton electronic email messages. URTS will not produce electronic output until a protocol is accepted and approved. URTS contains information that is very sensitive although unclassified. Information subject to the statutory protection, such as grand jury information, income tax information, wiretap information, along with highly sensitive privacy and law enforcement information will be in URTS. These types of information must be protected from an inadvertent disclosure just as the classified information must be protected.

The initial scope of URTS is to provide electronic access to approximately 30 million electronic records (800 GB) from the email systems of the Ronald Reagan, George H. Bush, and William Clinton Presidential administrations, as well as the electronic records from the Kenneth Starr and Robert Ray Independent Counsel investigations. One of the general requirements of the system is that it provides the capability to import additional groups of records that were not specified in the original statement of work.

The URTS system as proposed meets the high-level requirements for review and redaction of certain types of electronic records. Because of this and other strengths listed below, a decision has been made to subsume URTS functionality into ERA.

- Provides for review of electronic records for potentially access restricted information by authorized personnel
- Implements the results of electronic records review (release, redact, withdraw records)
- Provides the capability for appeal of review results
- Provides for redaction of electronic records
- Provides workflow support for redaction actions

Current Limitations: URTS is designed as a system for allowing review, redaction, and release of digitized page images of records. It is not concerned with issues of accessioning, description, preservation over time, or unmediated user access. There has been discussion of loading fully released, unclassified electronic records from URTS into AAD. However, there are many issues to work out regarding releasing redacted records to the public and the challenges involved in releasing redacted records from a classified database are even greater.
3.3.1.5 Archival Electronic Records Inspection and Control (AERIC) System

**Function:** The system allows records processors to systematically check electronic data files by examining the electronic record layout. The system performs an automated check of electronic assets. It compares actual structure and content of electronic holdings received from Federal agencies to the technical specifications of those holdings as represented by agency provided documentation including record layouts, primary and foreign keys, and domain and range specifications. Also, AERIC maintains online metadata describing NARA’s electronic assets. The metadata can be used to instantiate the databases, allowing searches for specific records in the databases; however, this search capability is not available to the public. AERIC can be used to create public use versions of restricted data files by replacing restricted data elements with “dummy” data. The decision has been made to subsume AERIC functionality into ERA.

**Current limitations:** Limitations of the AERIC system include the following items:

- Is available only to the staff of NWME
- Is limited by file size - a maximum of four (4) GB can be loaded in the system
- The type of data determines the file size that can be verified
- Is limited by the type of media that can be used with the system (3480 cartridges, CDs, floppy disks, and ftp files from client workstations)
- Standard loading of data is limited to two (2) 3480 tape drives
- Storage space is limited to the size of disks that are currently installed in the system (9 GB disk to be upgraded to 18 GB disk)
- There is a time limit for how long a file can be retained on the server
- File size uploaded and downloaded from the client workstation is limited to the NARA standard
- The transfer rate of files loaded from client workstation to server is limited to NARA bandwidth requirements
- Changes in the network or Oracle database server usually require changes to every client workstation
- Can only verify structured or semi-structured data
- Cannot verify several types of formats that can be preserved by APS. For example, variable length ASCII files that have ASCII counters created on 3480 magnetic tapes cannot be verified by AERIC
- Metadata entered in AERIC is often limited to what is required for verification. In those cases, it is not adequate for instantiating databases for search and retrieval
- Data files accessioned before AERIC was implemented in 1993 are not covered by AERIC metadata

3.3.1.6 Accessions Management Information System (AMIS)

**Function:** AMIS tracks electronic records accessions from the arrival of the records, and/or their associated Standard Form (SF) 258, to the submission of the change of assets form, NA 14044. The system tracks the accessioning and initial processing of electronic records in NWME. Some of the processes AMIS supports are automated.
Current limitations: AMIS is available only to staff of NWME. The AMIS system is running on outmoded hardware. The AMIS tables and data were migrated to a Sun Ultra 450 platform as part of the migration, to make AERIC Year 2000 compliant, i.e., the AMIS tables are part of the old AERIC platform; however, the Year 2000 upgrade for AERIC did not include migrating the AMIS data entry screens. This meant that data entry had to be continued into the AMIS tables that existed on the International Business Machines (IBM) AIX server. The IBM AIX server is running at 62 MHZ. This is substantially slower than either the NARANET desktop environment or the Sun Ultra 450 environment currently used to run AERIC. The AMIS table space allocated on the IBM server is 104 MB. It currently occupies 110 MB on the Sun server.

In FY1999, NWME analyzed the accessioning process and made changes, but the technical problems with the AMIS system were not completely addressed.

AMIS does not provide management with relevant information concerning the content of accessions and their associated files and the status of any processing activities concerning the accessions. A centralized tracking system for archival projects at the accession, media volume, and dataset levels is also lacking. Current efforts are underway to modify AMIS to implement the following functions:

- Determine the exact status of any accession and its files at any point in the accessioning process;
- Calculate the length of time it takes to process an accession and its files during any step in the accessioning process;
- Determine how many accessions and their files are being processed during any step in the accessioning process;
- Access and retrieve information concerning accessions with tape maps and dumps, as well as showing how long they have been pending;
- Retrieve information regarding when a Preservation 1 form was sent for technical processing, such as when the copies have been made, when they have been reviewed and arrived back to Archival Services Staff, and how long the accession(s) have been in the AERIC queue, and what accessions are currently in the AERIC queue; and
- Produce a variety of management reports regarding current and projected accessioning activities.

Future challenges exist for these systems. Since AMIS, APS, and AERIC are currently operating as separate entities, it is unknown what problems might be encountered if the different databases are linked. There are also potential problems related to scaling the system for high throughput processing of information needed during accessioning processing. Because of these challenges, the decision has been made to subsume AMIS, APS, and AERIC functionality into the proposed ERA system.

3.3.1.7 Archival Preservation System (APS)

Function: The core function of the APS is preservation processing of permanent, accessioned Federal electronic records. Currently scoped preservation processing for APS includes functions such as capture of metadata about recording characteristics, master/backup copy generation, master/backup association management, technical file specifications, tape location management,
media recopy and media refresh scheduling, annual sampling for retrieval viability, and fulfilling reference requests. APS includes a database, the APS Catalog about physical files, and volumes of preserved electronic records. The system processes input files into a standard physical file output, verifying the identity of input and output copies. APS includes capabilities for input from a variety of legacy digital media, as well as through File Transfer Protocol (FTP). It can combine small input files into larger physical containers, in UNIX TAR format, for efficiency in storage and retrieval.

**Current Limitations:** The system was designed to preserve electronic records in a small number of physical file formats based on standard character sets; typically ASCII and/or EBCDIC (reference Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) specifications). Processing formats other than these is not possible unless proper conversions are made prior to APS processing. No Digital Versatile Device (DVD) capability exists to input records created on DVDs. Also, client addresses (workstation Internet Protocols (IPs)) are hard coded into the application. APS is available only to staff of NWME.

Planned enhancements include migrating to a new operating system (i.e., Windows 2000 Pro, Windows XP, etc.), producing APS catalog reports, modifying APS catalog database field(s), integrating catalog database information into office software documents, and developing fully automated annual sample processing and reporting. Other planned enhancements include:

- Maintaining a history file of deleted, modified, or 10-year re-copied information in the catalog database. This history file should not be linked to the production database;
- Providing the capability for APS to directly delete information in the catalog database;
- Creating a super user class of users that will provide selective access rights presently only available to system administrator;
- Detecting non-standard character within files (i.e., packed decimal, zoned decimal, etc.);
- Adding features in the smart dump pull-down menus and shortcut menu keys.

Some challenges exist in order to make this system viable in the future, e.g., preservation standards and procedures would have to be determined for several types of formats and physical media. Software and hardware capability to preserve images, scanned images, portable document format, geographic systems, and web pages would have to be developed. The system’s hardware would also have to be upgraded to achieve scalability of the system to process large volumes of e-records. Since this same activity is planned for the proposed ERA system, the decision has been made to subsume APS functionality into ERA.

### 3.3.1.8 Archival Research Catalog (ARC)

**Function:** The ARC is the online catalog of NARA’s nationwide assets in the National Archives in Washington and Regional facilities, and Presidential Libraries. It consists of two (2) parts: ARC Web and the ARC Data Entry System. The ARC web system was rolled out to staff in May 2002 and the public in September 2002. The ARC Data Entry System was rolled out to a small number of Beta users in April 2002 and the agency-wide rollout began in July 2003.
ARC provides the capability to act as a discovery tool for both online and hardcopy records. The functionality provided by ARC can be defined in terms of the search service it provides, the ARC data model, and user interface. Invoking ARC, a user has the ability to search descriptions (in the catalog) for identification of potential desired records of interest. Search results include the return of Record Group, Set, series, file unit, and item level descriptions informing the user that records of interest pertaining to a specific subject matter exist. ARC is also used by NARA staff to create descriptions of its records and of the people and organizations that created them. The ARC data entry system is a client-server Windows-based application. ARC is a third-party software application built on a relational database. ARC also contains links from item level descriptions to digital copies of representative or significant archival materials from NARA’s holdings. Currently there are over 240,000 digital object links in ARC descriptions. Some specific features in ARC include:

- Complete Archival Description: The archival descriptions themselves are treated as several separate records. The information describing the physical nature of the records are contained in separate physical occurrence and media occurrence records that are linked to the archival description.
- Archival Hierarchy: The parent/child links establish archival hierarchy amongst the archival descriptions.
- Creator Records: The links from the archival descriptions to the full organizational or person record.
- Access Points: The links from the archival description to the full access point record, e.g., topical subject, geographic reference.

ARC also employs complex authority file functionality and has several large databases/tables of authority records used in descriptions for basic and advanced searching of archival descriptions and archival creators. ARC also includes simple authority lists that aid in consistent data entry and retrieval. Because similar functionality is required by ERA, the decision has been made to subsume ARC functionality into ERA.

Current Limitations: Although links to digital copies of some of NARA’s holdings exist in ARC, the vast majority of search results returned by ARC include only the descriptions of the archival materials and not an online access to the records themselves. In order to provide users with the capability to extend the search, i.e., provide users online access to the records of interest, linkage to the records in the repository will need to be provided.

As excerpted from the ERA LTP, a summary of the high level functionality/capability of each legacy system identified above is provided in Table 3-1, Legacy Systems High Level Functionality Summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legacy System/Database</th>
<th>Functional Area/High-Level Functionality</th>
<th>Point of Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAD Access to</td>
<td>Retrieval of Electronic Records</td>
<td>NW/David Kepley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Using public AAD, anyone with web access can</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legacy System/Database</td>
<td>Functional Area/High-Level Functionality</td>
<td>Point of Contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Archival Databases     | browse, search, and retrieve data files, descriptive information, and selected documentation that NARA has placed in public AAD.  
2. Using the Metadata Completion Tool (MCT), authorized NARA staff enters and edits metadata related to candidate data files for inclusion in public AAD.  
3. Using the MCT, authorized staff uploads data from candidate data files and scanned images of documentation.  
4. Using the Records Description Tool (RDT), authorized NARA staff enters and edits series and file unit information for candidate data files.  
5. Authorized NARA staff browses, searches, and retrieves data files, descriptive information, and selected documentation for all data files in AAD.  
6. Using system utilities, authorized NARA staff performs routine systems administration functions, such as back up and recovery, managing user profiles, managing a library of project documentation, and configuration management. | NW/David Kepley       |
| ADRRES Archival Declassification, Review and Redaction System | Redaction of Restricted Content; Access Review  
1. Case tracking  
2. Full text searching of electronic textual records  
3. Scanning paper records  
4. On-line redaction of TIFF images of electronic and paper records  
5. Electronic output of released records pending approval by security agencies  
6. Statistics and reporting  
7. Indexing of documents withdrawn as the result of systematic review under Executive Order 12958, as amended  
8. Creation of withdrawn item notices that serve as “place holders” for documents withdrawn during archival processing |
### Legacy System/Database | Functional Area/High-Level Functionality | Point of Contact
--- | --- | ---
**AERIC**  
Archival Electronic Records Inspection and Control System | Check Representation Information of Records; Redaction of Restricted Content; Retrieval of Electronic Records  
1. Create, import, and/or store agency structured data layouts and code lists in a standard format. Load structured data into tables based on the layouts.  
2. Run standardized queries that order the values in columns by various criteria, and to produce reports that display the results of these queries.  
3. Create and run their own SQL queries against any table or combination of tables in the system, and to produce reports that display the results of the queries.  
4. Create random sample subsets of the records in the tables.  
5. Replace data in a table column with a neutral character for the purpose of creating public use files by masking restricted data.  
6. Export ASCII files from any table in the system. These files can either be redacted data files for the public or metadata files for AAD. | NWME/Michael Carlson

**AMIS**  
Accessions Management Information System | Workflow; Reporting  
1. Track each and all accessions through all stages of processing.  
2. Track each and all files through all stages of processing.  
3. Track each and all media through all stages of processing.  
4. Report exact status of each and all accessions at any point in time.  
5. Provide summary management reports for all pending and completed accessions. | NWME/Michael Carlson
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legacy System/Database</th>
<th>Functional Area/High-Level Functionality</th>
<th>Point of Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| APS                   | Preservation of Electronic Records; Output of Electronic Records; Workflow; Storage of Electronic Records; Transfer of Record Sets  
1. Create, test, and replace preservation master and preservation backup copies of permanent, scheduled electronic records accessioned to NARA as needed.  
2. Maintain a comprehensive database of record management information for each submitted volume (e.g., agency, location, copy date, and volume/media type)  
3. Create regular and annual printouts and reports regarding the record and metadata information (e.g., file dump printouts, annual sample reports, statistic, and location reports).  
4. Satisfy Reference copy requests for record information by creating a copy of the requested information and ensure record integrity of the created copy.  
5. Support all CFR-specified transfer and preservation media requirements for accessioning permanent, scheduled electronic records to NARA using non-vendor specific transfer software (e.g., copy verification, 9-track, 3480 tape cartridge) | NWME/Michael Carlson        |
| ARC                   | Lifecycle Data Repository; Generate Archival Descriptions; Searching of Descriptive Information; Retrieval of Electronic Records  
1. Searching: ARC is an on-line catalog to help the public search descriptions of archival materials. Access to ARC for searching/reference for the staff and public is through the web. On-line searching must be quick, accurate, and reliable.  
2. Description: ARC is used by staff to create descriptions of archival materials and the people and organizations that created the archival materials. The ARC data entry system is a client-server Windows-based application.  
3. Authority Sources: ARC employs complex authority file functionality. ARC has several large databases/tables of authority records used in archival descriptions. For example, ARC has records for millions of people names, organization names, geographic headings, and topical subject terms. The full functionality and all authority records will need | NPOL/Lisa Haralampus        |
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4. Relationships in ARC: ARC is a relational database and the millions of links amongst the individual records and tables will have to be preserved. Some, but not all, of the specific links in ARC are:
   a) Complete Archival Description records: The archival descriptions themselves are treated as several separate records. The information describing the physical nature of the archival materials are contained in separate physical occurrence and media occurrence records that are linked to the archival description.
   b) Archival Hierarchy: The parent/child links establishing archival hierarchy amongst the archival descriptions.
   c) Creator Records. The links from the archival description to the full organizational or person record.
   d) Access Points. The links from the archival description to the full access point record - topical subject, geographic reference
5. Digital Objects. Sometimes ARC contains links from item level archival descriptions to a specific digital image. Currently there are over 120,000 digital object links in ARC descriptions.

Table 3-1: Legacy Systems High Level Functionality Summary

3.4 Modes of Operation for the Current System or Situation

The current modes of operation provide limited automation of processing and preserving electronic record accessions requiring human intervention at every step of the process. NARA’s current environment is unable to cope with the current or anticipated future volume of records, in
essence these current systems do not meet the operational needs of NARA; therefore, this section has been tailored out.

3.5 User Classes and Other Involved Personnel

User classes for the current situation and multiple independent systems identified above are the same as those addressed in Section 5.5, User Classes and Others Involved. Please refer to that section for detailed information. Types of users and the number of users for each legacy system, as excerpted from the ERA LTP are provided in Table 3-2, Legacy System Users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legacy System</th>
<th>Number and Type of Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAD</td>
<td>There are about 25-40 NARA staffers entering and editing and reviewing data in AAD. There are two (2) contract staff entering and editing data. There are three (3) contract people performing Operations and Maintenance. There are on average about 10,000 users per week using the public portion of AAD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADRRES/URTS</td>
<td>ADRRES has approximately 80 users in NWMD, NWCTF, NGC, and NL. URTS has approximately 20 users in NWCTF and NL. The users of both systems are all NARA staff members. Furthermore, for URTS most of the staff members of NWCTF and NL do not have access to the entire system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AERIC</td>
<td>AERIC is available on NARANET to 26 users. Internal users are dependent on the system to do work if the records are structured data or text files.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMIS</td>
<td>The rebuilt AMIS will be available to all 50 NWME staff members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APS</td>
<td>APS can be used by a maximum of 19 NARA staff members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>ARC Web is an on-line catalog available to the public through the World Wide Web. As such, the number of public ARC users equals the number of world-wide researchers with access to a computer and the Internet. The number of users is not captured through NARA’s web management tools; instead the number of hits on the system is captured. These statistics may change as NARA’s web program changes the tools used for web management. In the very near future, the “user sessions” will be captured using Web Trends. Currently the threshold is 300 concurrent users. For ARC Client Server, the total number of users has not been determined as NARA continues to roll out the system and refine its ARC workflow processes. However, it is estimated that ARC Client Server will have 250 users by the time rollout is complete.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-2: Legacy System Users

3.5.1 Organizational Structure

The organizational structure of the user groups identified in Table 3-1 is provided pictorially in Figure 3-1, Office of the Archivist of the United States; Figure 3-2, Office of Records Services; and Figure 3-3, Office of Presidential Libraries.
Figure 3-1: Office of the Archivist of the United States
Figure 3-2: Office of Records Services
3.5.2 Profiles of Users Classes

Profiles of the user classes for the current situation and multiple independent systems identified above are the same as those addressed in Section 5.5.2, Profiles of User Classes. Please refer to this section for detailed information.

3.5.3 Interactions Among User Classes

Interaction amongst the user classes for the current situation and multiple independent systems identified above are the same as those addressed in Section 5.5.3, Interactions Among User Classes. Please refer to this section for detailed information.

3.5.4 Other Involved Personnel

Responsible organizations and points of contact for the legacy systems are provided in Table 3-1, Legacy Systems High Level Functionality Summary.
3.6 Support Environment

The limited number of existing systems is individually supported by a mixture of in-house Government and contractor support from developers of the stove pipe systems. Each stove pipe system has its own unique support environment. Through analyses, it has been determined that the current systems do not meet NARA needs and would be cost prohibitive to upgrade or modify these systems. For these reasons, the following information is omitted/has been tailored out.

- Identification of the support concepts; and
- Identification of the support environment for the current system including:
  - Support agency or agencies,
  - Facilities,
  - Equipment,
  - Support software,
  - Repair or replacement criteria,
  - Maintenance levels and cycles,
  - Storage,
  - Distribution, and
  - Supply Levels.

4.0 Justification for and Nature of Changes

Over the last three (3) decades, NARA has been successful in the area of preserving highly structured electronic records. Continuing growth in the volume, complexity, and diversity of records makes the current technical strategies that support preservation, management, and sustained access to electronic records both inadequate and inefficient. No standards exist for transferring many of the new types of records to NARA, and no mechanism exists for fully preserving and providing access to them once they are transferred. Current preservation processes are labor intensive; therefore, as record volume increases, resource utilization will also increase. Finally, for most types of electronic records, NARA cannot provide the access the public desires and deserves.

NARA’s records lifecycle management includes many record processes that apply to all records, not just to electronic records. Presently, there is no comprehensive or coherent system supporting these processes and there are several processes which remain entirely manual. Because NARA’s strategic plan calls for the development of a system that would provide this support, the need would be satisfied by including NARA’s end-to-end records lifecycle management process as part of the ERA system.

The following sub-sections describe the proposed system in terms of the justification of changes, a description of the desired changes, priorities among changes, changes considered but not included, and assumptions and constraints of building the ERA system.
4.1 Justification of Changes

Advances in technology have spawned diverse types of electronic records along with the capability to generate increased volumes of records quickly and efficiently. NARA is currently only able to fully manage fixed length or comma delimited electronic records. Given the speed of technological change, this is clearly inadequate to deal with the types and volumes of electronic records currently created by the Federal Government. Furthermore, the current method of processing files will not maintain the essential characteristics of all types of electronic records. The challenge, therefore, is to develop a new system that will preserve an increasing volume, variety, and complexity of types of electronic records.

In fact, NARA must preserve a wide variety of electronic records. NARA’s policy choices related to this preservation are constrained by decisions of the district and appeals courts in Armstrong v. Executive Office of the President. A decision to limit the preservation of electronic records based on digital format would be legally difficult to defend.

Compounding the increase in electronic record complexity is the fact that the quantity of NARA’s assets of accessioned Federal electronic records is increasing significantly. A decade ago NARA was accessioning only thousands of files a year. It is estimated that from 2005 through 2010, the projected accumulated volume of electronic records received by ERA will be 11 petabytes, increasing to an estimated accumulated volume of 96 petabytes by 2017. Additional information pertaining to the increase in volume is provided in the ERA RD.

NARA has undertaken a series of initiatives to improve its lifecycle management of the records of the U.S. Government. These include the ERM project in the President’s E-Government initiatives, and NARA’s Records Management Initiative (RMI), as well as ERA. NARA’s Records Lifecycle BPR will translate the results of these initiatives into an improved records lifecycle process. The development of a system capable of supporting the process is essential.

4.2 Description of Desired Changes

As previously indicated, there is no existing single system, or group of systems, that adequately meets the needs and mission of NARA; therefore, there is no existing system on which to base the changes to the proposed ERA system. For this reasoning, the following items are omitted from discussion.

- System process changes;
- Interface changes;
- Personnel changes;
- Environment changes;
- Operational changes;
- Support changes; and
- Any other changes not previously identified.
Though there is no existing single system in which to base changes (of the new system), bulleted lists summarizing the proposed system attributes, capabilities, and interfaces are provided in the sections that follow.

4.2.1 Proposed System Attributes

From an overall system perspective, the proposed ERA system should possess the following attributes.

- Infrastructure independence: an architecture that allows preservation of electronic records independent of any specific hardware and software that was used to produce them
- Modularity: the ability to use plug-in components that can be replaced with minimal impact to remaining components as workload and technology change
- Scalability: the capability to accommodate growth and manage differing sizes of repositories and ever increasing volumes of records
- Extensibility: the ability to handle additional kinds of electronic records over time, not limited to specific types of records that exist today
- Comprehensiveness: the ability to provide support for lifecycle management processes for all types of records
- Flexibility: the ability to enable NARA to tailor electronic records services in its Federal Records Centers to suit its customers’ needs and enable NARA to implement progressive improvements in its business process over time. Additionally, the proposed ERA system should be flexible to provide for interfacing with a variety of systems in other agencies for transfer of records; satisfy special PRA requirements; and conform to donor specifications.

4.2.2 Proposed System Capabilities

To meet strategic objectives, NARA must integrate its solution for preservation and long-term access to electronic records with the lifecycle management of those records throughout the Federal Government. To meet the challenges of today and the future, the proposed ERA system should provide the following capabilities. In addition to the capabilities presented here, reference the ERA RD for additional detail with respect to system capabilities.

- Capability to accept the transfer of records in a wide variety of complex formats as they were created or stored by their creators and the flexibility to easily adapt to future file formats
- Capability to ingest, preserve, and provide access to electronic records
- Capability to store records in a manner that is independent of any particular hardware and software component over long periods of time
- Capability to scale in order to store and preserve records based on the predicted exponential growth in the volumes of records that are candidates for transfer to NARA
- Capability to provide access to electronic records for all users based on established user rights and privileges to ensure that its users are able to access all of the electronic records that they are entitled to see
The proposed ERA system should provide the following capabilities in support of NARA records lifecycle processes.

- Provide end-to-end automated work processes that streamline the lifecycle management processes for all records
- Manage the creation, review, and approval of records schedules and other disposition agreements
- Support the transfer process of all records (electronic and non-electronic) to Federal Records Centers, Presidential Libraries, and the National Archives
- Ensure that records schedules and other disposition agreements, which identify electronic records that are to be transferred to NARA, specify the terms and conditions of such transfers that conform to NARA standards and requirements
- Support end-to-end tracking of all records during the process of transfer, maintenance in Federal Records Centers, destruction or legal transfer to NARA, processing, preservation, and continuing use
- Accept transfers of electronic records, check that these records conform to terms and conditions of a specified transfer, and store them in the system
- Ensure that the electronic records transferred to NARA remain free from corruption and are accessible as NARA undergoes changes in information technology
- Support the description of records held by NARA so that they are clearly identified, discoverable, and retrievable, and that applicable restrictions on access are specified
- Dispose of stored temporary electronic records as stipulated by a records schedule or other disposition agreement
- Enforce restrictions on access and release of electronic records
- Segregate unrestricted content and/or redact content whose release is restricted to enable release of unrestricted portions of a record
- Provide access to electronic assets
- Implement arrangements of electronic records
- Output authentic copies of electronic records
- Output copies of electronic records as specified by customers
- Monitor system performance
- Schedule reports
- Maintain robust system security
- Provide audit trails of system activity

4.2.3 Proposed System Interfaces

The proposed ERA system will be Government-wide, and will operate within the context of the Federal Enterprise Architecture. ERA will be capable of interfacing with other applications.
throughout the Federal Government for transfer of electronic records to NARA, retrieval of such records by their creators, and for records management processes in which NARA interacts with other entities in all three (3) Branches of the Government. The volume and diversity of input and output data, and the expected heavy use of the system, will have considerable impact on the NARA computing environment.

Interfaces to other NARA systems, as well as other Government agency systems, will be accommodated by the proposed ERA. Specific interfaces are yet to be determined and will be described in the ERA Internal Interface Requirements Document (IRD) when identified. Other systems the proposed ERA system will interface with are provided below with additional detail provided in Section 5.3.3, Interfaces to External Systems or Producers.

- Centers Information Processing System
- Case Management Reporting System
- Government Paperwork Elimination Act
- Master Location Registry
- NARA Internet
- NARS-5
- Order Fulfillment and Accounting System
- Performance Measurement and Reporting System
- Records Center Program Billing System

4.3 Priorities Among Changes

The ERA Target Release Paper (TAR) contains information indicating the functionality by increment that the proposed ERA system is expected to satisfy. Please refer to the ERA TAR for this information.

4.4 Changes Considered But Not Included

There are no changes to the proposed ERA system that were considered but not included in the proposed list of ERA system attributes, capabilities, or system interfaces identified in Sections 4.2.1 through and including Section 4.2.3. Changes to the items provided in those sections will not be known until the completion of the systems analysis and design phase of the ERA program. Moreover, changes that may result in newly identified requirements and/or changes to requirements cannot be considered until cost estimations have been provided.

4.5 Assumptions and Constraints

This section identifies assumptions and constraints that may impact the system architecture or specific components of the proposed system.
4.5.1 Assumptions

The proposed ERA system relies on a set of assumptions that are derived from NARA’s operational policies or are inherent in an IT environment. The proposed ERA system assumes that:

- For the next several years, electronic records ingested into the system will be predominantly in legacy formats subject to rapid obsolescence that neither self-describe nor conform to open, non-proprietary standards;
- Over the long term, electronic records will increasingly be received in self-describing and other transfer formats which facilitate preservation and sustained access; and
- Expect that the volume, variety, and complexity of electronic records will continue to grow throughout the period of ERA development.

4.5.2 Constraints

Constraints that may impact the system architecture or specific components of the proposed system are provided in Section 5.2, Operational Policies and Constraints.

4.6 Adverse Effects

The risks of not proceeding with the development of the proposed ERA system are many and include the following.

- NARA will not be able to achieve its mission if it does not build ERA;
- Electronic records that document citizens’ rights, the actions for which officials are accountable, and the nation’s history will all be lost without an effective system for ensuring both the preservation of and access to them;
- Public confidence would be shaken if NARA’s ability to provide essential evidence of the rights of American citizens, the actions of federal officials, and the national experience is diminished;
- NARA’s role would be increasingly reduced as the nation’s record-keeper if it does not provide direction or cannot preserve electronic records created by the Federal Government;
- As the volume of electronic records increases, the backlog will grow and the ability to manage that backlog will diminish;
- Legal proceedings would be adversely affected if records required for fair and impartial review were not available;
- The political landscape would change if Presidential electronic records were not available or other essential information documenting the workings of the government could not be retrieved; and
- NARA will not be positioned to provide adequate guidance, assistance, or services to agencies to manage their electronic records.
5.0 Concepts for the Proposed System

The following sub-sections will describe the concepts of the proposed system with respect to the background, objectives, and scope of the proposed system; operational policies and constraints that apply to the new system; description of the proposed system; user classes and other involved personnel; and the support environment.

5.1 Background, Objectives, and Scope

A high level system overview has been provided in Section 1.3, System Overview. Goals of the proposed ERA system and the motivation for the new system are discussed in Section 3.1.2, Motivation for a New System.

The proposed ERA system has adopted the use of the OAIS reference model for an archival system dedicated to preserving and maintaining access to digital information over the long term. This standard was developed by CCSDS, with broad input from other communities. It was issued by ISO in 2003 as standard ISO 14721:2003: Space data and information transfer systems -- Open archival information system -- Reference model. OAIS is a domain neutral reference model with characteristics broadly applicable to the management of any information over time. The archival community in general, and NARA in particular, contributed to the development of the reference model. While it needs to be refined to apply specifically to the domain of records, it provides a broad conceptual framework directly applicable to ERA. The OAIS model has been adapted and used by other archives in NARA’s research collaborations and provides the scalability, extensibility, and interoperability required for a system of this magnitude. This model does not prescribe an implementation. Defining what is necessary to achieve NARA’s strategic objectives for improving the lifecycle management of records of all types and the preservation of electronic records, began with vision development. NARA’s leadership expressed its vision for the ERA system in a consensus ERA Vision Statement (VS). Exploring alternatives and tradeoffs for such a system, the ERA AoA IPT recommended that ERA be an integrated system that provides OAIS foundation services (reference Figure 5-1, Reference Model for an Open Archival Information System) such as ingestion of electronic records, storage of electronic records for as long as needed, data management, and the ability to provide access to the records from anywhere on demand. The OAIS entities include:

- **Ingest** – The OAIS entity that contains the services and functions that accepts digital resources from producers and prepares them for storage and ensures that they become established within the OAIS;
- **Access** – The OAIS entity that contains the services and functions that make the archival information holdings and related services visible to consumers;
- **Data Management** – The OAIS entity that contains the services and functions for populating, maintaining, and accessing a wide variety of information;
- **Archival Storage** – The OAIS entity that contains the services and functions used for the storage and retrieval of Archival Information Packages’
- **Administration** – The OAIS entity that includes both systems administration and enterprise management functions; and
FALL

- **Preservation Planning** - The OAIS entity whose capabilities are those required to ensure that digital assets remain authentic and accessible for the foreseeable future.

![Reference Model for an Open Archival Information System](image)

Figure 5-1: Reference Model for an Open Archival Information System

NARA wishes to take advantage of the sound and proven IT and extensive research that has led to new technologies in order to preserve and provide sustained access to complex, diverse, and large volumes of electronic records that NARA must address both now and in the future. The lifecycle management of records requires an integrated, automated process from scheduling and appraisal through final disposition and public access. The increased volume and complexity of the electronic records reinforces the demand for this kind of management. Consequently, the ConOps described in this document stresses the urgency for a high-level of automation that will result in changes to the current approach to managing records in general and electronic records in particular.

ERA must be capable of addressing not only those records accessioned into NARA assets, but also those held temporarily in NARA’s physical custody. The IPT that first developed the ConOps was directed by NARA to describe and document a system that meets all expressed NARA needs, rather than to significantly limit ERA capabilities at the conceptual stage.

Besides supporting full lifecycle management of all records, the proposed ERA system must be capable of addressing electronic records that have not been managed adequately prior to their transfer to NARA. Different characteristics and states of such records may limit NARA’s processing, preservation, and access services. NARA intends to handle such cases, as much as possible, within the context of pre-defined levels of service.

### 5.2 Operational Policies and Constraints

The proposed ERA system is required to be policy neutral so that it can support not only NARA’s current operational policies but also changes that are expected to emerge from the BPR.
Constraints as currently known that may impact system architecture or major system components are provided below.

- ERA design is in the context of NARA’s Enterprise Architecture (EA);
- ERA design and implementation is flexible and adaptable to changes in hardware, software, communication technology, archival processes, policy, personnel, locations, etc.;
- ERA design is a balance of Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) and developed software; and
- The ERA implementation is within the specified budget and timeframe.

5.3 Description of the Proposed System

The proposed ERA system described herein incorporates the information learned since the last version of the ERA ConOps. The updated information includes recommendations from other NARA reviewers on necessary and desired ERA characteristics, as well as those learned from on-going activities. The design and development of the proposed ERA system currently does not exist. The development contract will be awarded to up to two (2) development contractors who will compete for the awarding of an option to design, develop, and implement the ERA system. Because of this, the following information is not currently known and remains To Be Determined (TBD).

- Operational environment and its characteristics;
- Cost of system operations;
- Performance characteristics such as speed, throughput, frequency; and
- Quality attributes such as reliability, correctness, efficiency, expandability, flexibility, interoperability, maintainability, portability, reusability, supportability, survivability, and usability.

Section 4.6 provides a bulleted list of risks in the event the ERA system is not designed and developed. Appendix B of the ERA RD provides requirement information with respect to the quality attribute concerning volume of records. Appendix B of the ERA RD also provides requirement information with respect to the system performance attribute of availability. Reference the ERA RD for specific information on these topics.

5.3.1 Major System Components

Proposed architectural characteristics/concepts are provided in the ERA Design and Deployments Concept Paper (DDC). Additionally, details on major components are presented in the Section 6.0, Operational Scenarios, in the form of operational scenarios

5.3.2 Interfaces to External Systems and Data Flow

As excerpted from the ERA RD, external interfaces are identified in Figure 5-2, External Interfaces Context Diagram. The diagram depicts external interfaces with ERA along with the
associated data flows. The data flows are high level, i.e., they are not broken down into data assemblies or individual elements in this part of the document. Classes of interfaces are described in the ERA RD, ERA IRD, and the ERA LTP. Please refer to these documents for a breakdown of the high level data flowing across the interface, and the direction of each data flow (into or out of ERA).

![Diagram](image)

Figure 5-2: External Interfaces Context Diagram

5.3.3 Capabilities or Functions of the Proposed System

Capabilities of the proposed ERA system are listed in Section 4.2, and are expounded upon in the ERA RD. ERA capabilities by user class are provided in Section 5.5.2.1, User Class Capabilities.

5.3.4 Continuity of Operations

Research to date indicates that the proposed ERA system consider an active safe store approach to protect NARA’s holdings in the event of catastrophic or emergency conditions. As excerpted from the ERA Design and Deployment Concepts (DDC) Paper, the proposed ERA system must protect its records holdings against catastrophic failure of a portion of the system, a system malfunction/virus that corrupts the records, malicious activities that could harm the records, or potentially the compromise/destruction of an entire installation site. The classic approach to protect data against these types of threats is to maintain an off site safe-store copy of all the holdings that can be tapped for recovery if required. Possible approaches to supporting an off site copy of records can vary in complexity and cost.

5.4 Modes of Operation

The modes of operation for the proposed system as currently known are:

- Nominal,
- Degraded,
- Maintenance,
  - Remedial Maintenance,
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Nominal mode of operation describes the system when working at the optimum, i.e., the system is operational and working as intended.

Degraded mode and maintenance mode of operation describe operations in time when the system is working using a reduced string of operations. For example, the system is placed in a maintenance mode in order to perform a software upgrade. Once the software has been loaded, tested, and verified to work, the system is placed back in the nominal mode.

Alternate site mode of operation can be described as occurring when one (1) site has a failure that requires a user to access records from an alternate site.

5.5 User Classes and Other Involved Personnel

The following sections describe the organizational structure and the class of users, including user capabilities that are associated with the proposed ERA system.

5.5.1 Organizational Structure

The following organization chart, Figure 5-3, ERA Organizational Interfaces, as excerpted from the ERA Program Management Plan (PMP), portrays the ERA program’s position in the NARA organization. The ERA program, designated as NHE, is a component of the Office of Human Resources and Information Services (NH), one (1) of the six (6) major offices within NARA. Governance of ERA ultimately resides with the Archivist or anyone specifically appointed by the Archivist.
The reader is also directed to the ERA PMO Organization section and associated sub-sections of the ERA PMP for pictorials and verbiage depicting and describing the organizational structure for oversight of the ERA program, and for the internal organizational structure of the program management office for the proposed ERA system.

5.5.2 Profiles of User Classes

A user can be defined as anyone who will interact with ERA. A user class is determined by the ways in which the user interacts with the system. The major user classes identified for the proposed ERA System include the:

- Transferring Entity - makes or receives records, prepares and transfers them to NARA. This class of users primarily consists of records creators, but the name was chosen to indicate the predominate interaction with the system;
- Appraiser - assesses the records with respect to informational value, artifactual value, evidential value, associational value, administrative value, and monetary value and recommends which records should be accessioned into NARA’s assets and which should be disposed of by the Transferring Entity when no longer needed by the Transferring Entity;
- Records Processor – manages transfers of records, identifies arrangements and creates archival descriptions of records, carries out other processes needed to ensure the availability of records, and is responsible for the disposal of temporary records;
- Preserver – plans the system approach for maintaining the authentic context, content, and structure of electronic records over time for viewing, use, and downloading. Concisely, the preserver plans processing activities that ensure ability to provide long-term access to electronic records through implementation of the Preservation and Access Plan;
- Access Reviewer - reviews security classified or otherwise potentially access restricted information in order to determine if the information can be made available to a consumer, facilitating redaction of potentially access restricted information in electronic records. The Access Reviewer reviews records in NARA custody and sets access restrictions;
- Consumer - uses the system to search for and access records, to submit FOIA requests, request assistance via mediated searches, communicate with NARA, and invoke system services;
- Administrative User - directly supports the overall operations and integrity of ERA and its use, and manages such system activities as user access rights, monitoring system performance, and scheduling reports; and
- NARA Manager – reviews system recommendations and makes decisions on when and how specific records lifecycle activities occur, and who will perform the work. The manager has ultimate responsibility for the completion of tasks and the quality of the products.

5.5.2.1 User Class Capabilities

High-level ERA capabilities correspond to specific NARA tasks and the users’ needs and desires for the proposed ERA system. These capabilities are organized according to user class but some capabilities cross user class boundaries and might be employed by users in more than one (1)
Electronic Records Archive (ERA)  
ERA Program Management Office (ERA PMO)

user class. User classes do not correspond to NARA position titles, nor does a user class correspond to a single individual user. Rather each user class describes a role that a user assumes in interacting with the system. An individual user may assume different roles to accomplish different purposes.

**Transferring Entity**

- ERA receives transfers of electronic records from the Transferring Entity
- ERA offers tools to assist the Transferring Entity in preparing records for transfer to ERA
- ERA provides the capability for the Transferring Entity to transact business with NARA related to the lifecycle management of all its records (both electronic and non-electronic). Such transactions include the scheduling of Federal records, the development of deposit agreements, the retirement and disposal of records in NARA’s physical custody, the transfer of records to the National Archives and Presidential Libraries, and the review, redaction, and release of records with information subject to legal restrictions on access
- ERA provides the capability for the Transferring Entity to control user access to electronic records in NARA’s physical custody but that remain under their (i.e., the Transferring Entity’s) legal custody
- ERA allows the Transferring Entity to search for templates, descriptions, records, and other records lifecycle data about records
- ERA allows the Transferring Entity to submit and register templates and other technical specifications that apply to their records
- ERA provides a reliable method of communication between the Transferring Entity and NARA
- ERA provides tools for the Transferring Entity to create and submit records schedules and other types of disposition agreements
- ERA supports returning a Transferring Entity’s records back to the Transferring Entity

**Appraiser**

- ERA provides the capability for the appraiser to search for and retrieve existing disposition agreements, records schedules, deposit agreements, and appraisals
- ERA checks templates and other technical specifications for conformance to NARA requirements
- ERA accepts transfers of sample electronic records
- ERA facilitates the development, review, approval, and revision of disposition agreements

**Records Processor**

- ERA receives transfers of electronic records
- ERA checks transfers against specifications in disposition agreements
- ERA checks electronic records against applicable templates, schemas, and other technical specifications
- ERA facilitates taking legal custody of electronic records
- ERA facilitates identification of electronic records for national security, privacy, and other restricted information
ERA facilitates review and checking of content and structure of electronic records
ERA identifies relationships between digital objects, records, and sets of records
ERA facilitates changes to relationships between electronic records
ERA transforms electronic records to persistent formats
ERA ensures integrity of data in transmission, storage, media migration, and technology refreshment
ERA facilitates description of records
ERA provides the capability to dispose of temporary records

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preserver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERA facilitates the creation/selection of a Preservation and Access Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA facilitates the generation, registration, application, and management of templates for records and sets of records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA supports testing and evaluation of options for preserving and providing access to electronic records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA implements preservation plans for target classes, sets, and data types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA checks preservation of electronic records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA documents all preservation processes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access Reviewer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERA supports systematic and ad hoc review of sets of electronic records for content that may be exempt from release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA allows for review of specified electronic records in response to a request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA facilitates coordination of access review issues with agency equity-holders outside NARA as necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA indicates the access status of the record when the review is complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA facilitates redaction of potentially access restricted information in electronic records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA provides for changes to access restriction status determinations and maintains and tracks the various versions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consumer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERA supports searching archival descriptions, other assets, and electronic records using multiple criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA provides searching capabilities against the content of electronic records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA retrieves and presents electronic records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA allows for mediated search requests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA facilitates searching at multiple levels of aggregation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA provides output options for electronic records including free and fee-based ordering of copies, extracts, and other derived products and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA receives FOIA requests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA provides a communication mechanism between the consumer and ERA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Administrative User |
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• ERA enforces access control
• ERA registers users and creates user accounts
• ERA provides reporting capabilities
• ERA tracks use of ERA
• ERA tracks automated records and system processing
• ERA provides performance measurement capabilities
• ERA provides disaster recovery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NARA Manager</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• ERA facilitates the review and approval of records descriptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ERA facilitates the assignment of tasks including:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>− Access review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>− Defining system workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>− Using on-line forms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>− Defining user interfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ERA provides reporting capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ERA tracks workflow with respect to people, workload, and tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ERA generates tracking, performance, and implementation reports concerning schedules, other disposition agreements, and appraisals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ERA tracks access review work and produces reports regarding production</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5.3 Interactions Among User Classes

The proposed ERA system described here is an overall conceptual workflow model that depicts where user classes should interact within the system and with each other. Figure 5-4, ERA User Classes, illustrates this conceptual model. The Administrative User and relevant capabilities are embedded in all components of the proposed ERA system.
Transferring Entity

Provides the records

For example:
- Executive Branch Agency
- Presidential Administration
- Legislative Branch Agency
- Judicial Branch Agency

Appraiser

Makes recommendations on materials that will be transferred to NARA assets or will be disposed of by Transferring Entity

Records Processor

Undertakes the processing of a transfer

Access Reviewer

Conducts access review of electronic records in NARA custody

Consumer

Searches ERA for information about records and within records

Preserver

Undertakes activities that ensure the reproducibility of the essential characteristics of electronic records over time

NARA Manager

Interfaces with NARA personnel and makes decisions including approval of workflow processes

Administrative User

Handles such activities as registering or authorizing users, enforcing access controls, tracking and scheduled reports

Figure 5-4: ERA User Classes
5.5.4 Other Involved Personnel

As excerpted from the *ERA PMP*, NARA has developed the organizational structure for overseeing the ERA program in accordance with NARA 801 depicted in **Figure 5-5, ERA Program Oversight Structure**. This organizational structure includes the following elements.

- The Archivist of the United States is the Milestone Decision Authority (MDA) providing final approval at defined milestones or other key program events.
- The ERA PD provides monthly status reports to the NARA Leadership Team and the Chief Information Officer (CIO) who advise The Archivist on key acquisition decisions.
- The Committee on Archival Requirements (CAR) is a senior management group that provides guidance to the ERA IPTs for issues related specifically to archival and records management requirements, and provides advice to The Archivist on related policy questions.
- The ERA PD reports to the NARA CIO, which is within the Office of Human Resources and Information Services.

![Figure 5-5: ERA Program Oversight Structure](image-url)
In addition to the ERA program oversight structure, an ERA PMO, pictorially represented in Figure 5-6, ERA PMO Organization, has been established.

**Figure 5-6: ERA PMO Organization**

Program roles and responsibilities are provided in Table 5-1, Roles and Responsibilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROLE</th>
<th>RESPONSIBILITIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Program Director (PD) | • Manages the ERA program operational scope of work, performance, budget, and schedule in accordance with Federal statutory guidelines and industry best practices; and  
                          • Is responsible for completing the activities and achieving the milestones identified in the ERA AS and ELC.                                                                                      |
<p>| Assistant PD      | • Supports the ERA PD in the management of the ERA program                                                                                                                                                         |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROLE</th>
<th>RESPONSIBILITIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Executive Officer    | • Provides overall program management and direction for ERA implementation;  
                        • Focuses on (but is not limited to) program financials and risk management of the ERA contractor’s technical plans and performance measurements;  
                        • Is responsible for PMO staff supervision and hiring; and  
                        • Oversees and ensures the effective performance of day-to-day PMO functions and acts as the PD in the PD’s absence.                                                                                   |
| Project Manager (PM) | • Responsible for management of the acquisition activities for the development contractor. Will assume Contracting Officer Representative (COR) responsibilities once contract is awarded.  
                        • Ensures that all assigned ERA tasks follow all applicable laws, directives, methods, processes, and practices.                                                                                                       |
| Contracting Officer  | • Plans, develops, and establishes the contractual strategy for the overall ERA acquisition program;  
                        • Has complete authority, including full signature authority, for all contractual activity in the ERA Program. Directs the entire range of contract administration actions and serves as the lead negotiator when conducting negotiations for the acquisition of the ERA system, and in performing post award negotiations involving contract changes or modifications; and  
                        • Serves as advisor to program officials in procurement planning and keeps them informed of progress.                                                                                                                 |
| Risk Officer         | • Establishes and maintains ERA’s risk assessment strategy and the accompanying processes, procedures, and practices that will ensure ERA Program integrity and stability, and reports to the ERA PD, Risk Review Board (RRB), Risk Review Team, and Watch Committee on progress and problems in implementing the risk mitigation strategies. Co-chairs the RRB and conducts meetings as required;  
                        • Works with ERA Project Control in determining risk thresholds and the methodology used to propose adjusted risk dates and costs;  
                        • Encourages assignment of a Risk Officer for each IPT, and assesses the benefits and risks uncovered by the IPT Risk Officers during IPPD (e.g., during each iteration of ERA AoA IPT and ERA Transition and Integration Planning);  
                        • Updates and revises the Risk Management Plan, contributes to the ERA PMO Lessons Learned Activity Plan, and conveys business and technical directions for risk mitigation to the ERA PMO, contractor(s), and IPT risk officer(s); and  
                        • Manages the funding of risk mitigation activities.                                                                                                                                               |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROLE</th>
<th>RESPONSIBILITIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| QM Specialist               | • Provides leadership support to the PD in establishing a framework for compliance with accepted industry and NARA standards;  
• Prepares the *ERA QMP* for the PD’s approval and guides and directs the ERA systems and services QM team through the implementation of approved activities and tasks; and  
• Develops, modifies, applies, and maintains quality assessment operating methods and systems.                                                                 |
| Secretary                   | • Plans and coordinates a variety of administrative office activities;  
• Deals effectively with others in order to respond to incoming telephone calls and provides guidance and instruction to the staff on administrative matters; and  
• Reviews all outgoing correspondence and prepares responses to requests for routine information.                                                                                                           |
| Research Director           | • Responsible for exploratory development and research for the ERA PD;  
• Provides the overall leadership and direction to address NARA’s mission-critical needs for continuing access, lifecycle electronic record management, and long-term preservation of the records of all three (3) Branches of the U.S. Government; and  
• Directs the knowledge transfer from computer science and engineering research, and exploratory development activities to the lifecycle management of electronic records.     |
| Archives Specialist         | • Conducts research into the policies, methods, and techniques of archival and other information-handling disciplines or organizations that may be applicable to ERA, and makes recommendations for adoption or incorporation into agency policies, programs, or operating procedures;  
• Conducts analysis of current business process and procedures considering other approaches and techniques for gaining sufficient intellectual and physical control over electronic records; and  
• Assists in identifying the impact of electronic environments on the capture of evidence about creators.                                                                                   |
| Program Management Division Director | • Reports directly to the ERA PD and provides leadership and program support by performing a wide range of analytical, management, and coordination duties including:  
  − Budget formulation and execution;  
  − Legacy transition;  
  − Program reporting;  
  − COR for support contractor and Independent Verification and Validation (IV&V) contractor;  
  − Coordination of external assessments (GAO); and  
  − Development of *AS, ELC*, and *PMP*;  
• Manages business planning and implementation processes and advises.                                                                                                                                 |
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decision makers on alternative systems and operational benefits;  
• Coordinates and oversees IV&V, CM, Communications, and Organizational Change Management processes performed by the division staff and provides similar oversight of contractors; and  
• Works closely with the Systems Engineering Division (SED) to ensure the successful implementation of ERA.

| Systems Engineering Division (SED) Director |  
|  | • Manages the SED and reports directly to the ERA PD on the development of ERA requirements, specifications, ConOps, and the AoA design models and associated activities as they relate to meeting NARA lifecycle information requirements;  
|  | • Assumes responsibility for all technical aspects of the ERA program throughout its software development lifecycle, from requirements, architecture, design, integration, testing, and deployment;  
|  | • Acts as focal point for technical and design information dissemination for the ERA system;  
|  | • Provides technical leadership for ERA activities focused on acquisition, development, risk assessment, and deployment of advanced information technology and communication systems; and  
|  | • Provides system engineering technical and consulting expertise to support other IT projects and major initiatives inside NARA.

| Policy and Planning |  
|  | • Responsible for the identification, formulation, design, development, implementation, and maintenance of the ERA budget, budget exhibits, business case analyses, economic analyses, analytical models, and forecasting tools to assist the PD and Division Director in tracking financial trends and developing accurate, justifiable budget submissions;  
|  | • Works with NARA’s Financial Services Division (NAB) staff to plan, analyze, apply, manage, and advise ERA staff on program/budget issues;  
|  | • Working independently or as a member of a team, responds to NARA’s Office of Administration (NA), NARA’s Inspector General, OMB, GAO, and others effectively and efficiently with information as it relates to ERA budget matters;  
|  | • Works with contractors, database managers, and NARA and ERA staff to ensure the development, implementation, maintenance, and population of financial management databases that can be used to support the generation of budget exhibits and submissions;  
|  | • Reviews annual appropriations and authorization acts to determine whether changes in public law will impact on administration and execution of the ERA budget;  
|  | • Attends and participates in financial and budgetary meetings, performs evaluation reviews, presents budget recommendations to management,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROLE</th>
<th>RESPONSIBILITIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROLE</strong></td>
<td><strong>RESPONSIBILITIES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and develops methods to check the accuracy and reliability of budget forecasts;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Oversees preparation of a variety of reports covering the status of funds, expenses, and obligations as required by NARA and monitors year end closing to ensure proper and full use of provided funding; and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Provides leadership, advice and guidance to the Division Director, PD, and other staff members to engage in the formulation, justification, and presentation of financial and budgetary information.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Analyst</td>
<td>• Establishes and maintains Cost/Schedule Status Reporting (C/SSR) baseline and develops and/or monitors WBS and related dictionaries;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Implements and/or monitors an Earned Value (EV) methodology and performs a related analysis of variances that includes cost and schedule reporting, risk analysis, and analysis for regulatory compliance;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Assesses the financial impact that contract change notices and engineering change proposals have on contract cost, schedule, and the budget; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Collects and analyzes status against the contract schedule, and makes written and verbal recommendations for improvements if there are variances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV&amp;V and Legacy Transition</td>
<td>• Assists in the development and interpretation of policies, procedures, and strategies governing the ERA program;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Provides technical leadership, guidance, and recommendations for management on critical systems engineering issues relating to accepted standards based on published Government and international standards;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Manages lifecycle efforts of the ERA Program suppliers and developers to ensure that their processes are compliant with NARA established policies and standards;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Analyzes, reviews, and makes recommendations concerning the technical feasibility of NARA’s legacy systems requirements suitability for integration within ERA’s proposed architecture; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Manages IV&amp;V efforts for the program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget Analyst</td>
<td>• Manages budget execution activities (tracking funds, approving procurements, etc.);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Conducts detailed reviews of all financial business practices, processes, and support methods on an ongoing basis for the ERA PMO; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Works with the Contracts Specialist on ERA contract(s) acquisition, award, and performance operations and provides feedback on issues, opportunities, and decision support alternatives and makes recommendations to the PD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications Specialist</td>
<td>• Responsible for planning and managing all internal and external communications strategies needed to support and sustain program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROLE</td>
<td>RESPONSIBILITIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROLE</td>
<td>activities for the ERA Program Management Office. Conveys ideas, facts, and significant milestones through presentations and other methods of information dissemination to NARA staff, federal agencies, professional associations, and international representatives;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROLE</td>
<td>• Partners with the ERA Training Officer to assess training requirements, recommend training solutions, develop training curriculum, and implement and conduct training;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROLE</td>
<td>• Partners with the ERA Organizational Change Management Officer to ensure continued performance during the process of change in aligning people, processes, and the organization. Assists in monitoring resistance, nurturing adaptability, and managing transition to a sustainable new state; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROLE</td>
<td>• Is responsible for directing the maintenance of and managing the ERA website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration Management</td>
<td>- Defines and implements configuration (change) management procedures for products throughout the entire ERA records lifecycle;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration Management</td>
<td>- Reports to the Configuration Control Board (CCB) on CM baseline control of system and hardware product releases;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration Management</td>
<td>- Secures all controlled versions of the ERA requirements and contractor product development specifications; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration Management</td>
<td>- With Quality Assurance (QA) and Testing, conducts the final product audits according to the procedures established in the ERA CMP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Change Management</td>
<td>• Assists in the development and interpretation of policies, procedures, and strategies for development, implementation, and operation of the ERA system;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Change Management</td>
<td>• Identifies and analyzes organizational change management issues related to the development of the ERA system;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Change Management</td>
<td>• Makes recommendations for addressing identified issues; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Change Management</td>
<td>• Collaborates with other NARA organizations to ensure successful deployment and use of the ERA system with NARA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Leader</td>
<td>• Manages a specific program task within the constraints of scope, quality, time, and cost, to deliver specified requirements and functionality;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Leader</td>
<td>• Coordinates work with other program team members; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Leader</td>
<td>• Works within the guidelines to ensure all task requirements and/or objectives applicable to the program are properly documented.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 5-1: Roles and Responsibilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROLE</th>
<th>RESPONSIBILITIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Computer Scientist        | • Serves as a technical expert with overall responsibility for information system architecture, design, integration, and performance for the ERA program, especially in terms of its application of eXtensible Markup Language (XML) technology;  
                            • Plans and/or completes a wide range of IT projects, exploratory development, and advanced development projects essential to the ERA program;  
                            • Plans, evaluates, initiates, organizes, directs, coordinates, and performs research or other professional or scientific work, and leads the system engineering efforts and supports the system engineering processes specifically related to XML and associated technologies; and  
                            • Serves as an agency resource to resolve system integration and engineering issues, requirements, and service delivery engineering problems. |
| Security Specialist       | • Serves as the security expert supporting the NARA IT Security Office Director helping to ensure that managerial, technical, and operational controls are implemented, and provide adequate and cost effective protection for ERA throughout its lifecycle.                                                                                                           |
| Testing Officer           | • Identifies ERA formal testing standards and ensures these standards are being followed and implemented;  
                            • Identifies the ERA testing resources and effort;  
                            • Develops the ERA Acceptance Test Plan and identifies the ERA test environment and support;  
                            • Monitors and manages the ERA test work products and test results;  
                            • Analyzes, reviews, manages, and resolves the ERA testing issues and resolutions; and  
                            • Oversees the overall ERA testing effort.                                                                                                                                   |
| Information Security      | • Reports to the Senior Systems Engineer (SE) for all ERA computer and network security issues;  
                            • Coordinates the implementation of security programs across platforms, and establishes security risks and vulnerability reporting criteria;  
                            • Develops, for the PD’s approval, a fully compliant infrastructure protection program to be implemented throughout ERA PMO and all of its subordinate field activities; and  
                            • As required, provides advice to the PD and Senior SE and recommends on the proper courses of action to resolve complex security issues.                                                                                     |
5.6 Support Environment

The support environment will not be determined until the conclusion of the systems analysis and design phase of the ERA program; however, if an update to the ERA ConOps is determined to be of value at that time, the required information will be provided.

6.0 Operational Scenarios

The ERA ConOps document expresses what users want and envision in the proposed ERA System. Scenarios convey these needs in simple non-technical language. Overlap occurs between different scenarios as a result of interaction between different users or due to similarity between different activities. All of the scenarios represented in the following sections describe one (1) example of how users may interact with the proposed ERA system. Scenarios have purposely been made to be far reaching in an attempt to include all possible actors within a designated class (of users) but the scenarios are not intended to identify all possible situations for any given user class. Additionally, the steps in the scenarios should not be interpreted as a fixed sequence of events, but instead as an illustration of capabilities the proposed ERA system will offer (any user class).

A scenario is a step-by-step description of how ERA should operate and interact with both its users and external interfaces under a given set of circumstances. Scenarios are described in a manner that enables readers to walk through them and gain an understanding of how all the principal parts of ERA function and interact. The scenarios tie together all parts of ERA, the users and other entities by describing how they interact. Scenarios cover the user’s concept of all the operational modes and all classes of users identified for the proposed ERA System and illustrate all the business processes that ERA will support.

6.1 Transferring Entity Scenario

The scenario represents one (1) example of how ERA will provide the following forms of support to the Transferring Entity when transferring records to NARA.

- Accept electronic records from the Transferring Entity regardless of electronic format or characteristics
- Offer guidance and tools to assist the Transferring Entity in preparing records for transfer to ERA
- Allow the Transferring Entity access to ERA in order to search for record templates that are needed, or to register and store such templates in ERA
- Manage the workflow process for the transfer of records

NARA expects that ERA will rely on templates and related format standards to manage electronic records transferred to its physical custody, and especially to control and preserve electronic records accessioned into NARA’s assets. In many cases, the level of control and preparation applied to the records will vary, depending on the value of the records and the resources of the Transferring Entity. In other cases, where the Transferring Entity no longer exists or does not have the resources to undertake the preparations necessary for transferring
records to ERA, NARA staff will serve as the Transferring Entity performing many user activities. The preservation and access level for a given record will vary depending upon factors including resources, record value, preservation planning decisions, technical limitations, and the record’s conformance to a registered template. ERA will be able to provide a greater level of service for closely conforming records than for non-conforming records.

6.1.1 Transferring Entity

Transferring Entity users are creators, custodians, managers (e.g., records officers), and system managers or administrators who create, receive, maintain, or manage records. They interact with each other at various points in this scenario and with users defined in other scenarios in this document.

6.1.2 Transferring Entity Activities

1. Develop disposition agreements for records and templates that define their content, context, structure, and presentation.

- The Transferring Entity (e.g., records managers, creators) develops disposition agreements (e.g., records schedules, deeds of gift, or deposit agreements) that include descriptions of sets of records, specific data about the records, and instructions on how long the Transferring Entity will keep the records, and what the Transferring Entity will do with the records when they are no longer needed for active use. The ERA system provides tools to create disposition agreements. Disposition agreements are assigned a unique identifier and will be stored in the ERA system.

- The Transferring Entity (e.g., records managers, system administrators) defines templates for sets of records (e.g., case files, subject files) as well as for individual types of records (e.g., directives, memorandums), and registers them in ERA. The Transferring Entity accesses the ERA template repository to register/submit a new template; to create a new template based on a disposition agreement, electronic record, or model template; or to modify an existing template. ERA provides the capability for producers to search for existing templates or model templates.

- When a disposition agreement specifies transfer of electronic records to NARA, the Transferring Entity must identify the template to be used in the transfer of records or develop templates with varying levels of detail appropriate to the records. For example, templates for temporary electronic records may be developed at a lesser level of detail than for permanent electronic records requiring long-term preservation. Also, in cases where it is not appropriate or even possible to develop unique templates, Transferring Entities may use a general, NARA-provided template to transfer records to NARA. The general template would allow the transfer of records in their original proprietary format with a minimum number of descriptive elements required by NARA for managing the records after they are transferred. However, regardless of whether the Transferring Entity or NARA develops the templates, NARA’s ability to preserve and provide access to electronic assets depends on both the quality of the related templates and the accuracy
ERA checks the templates created under this activity to ensure that they were created according to NARA standards and include all mandatory elements, i.e., ERA checks templates to ensure they contain all of the required functionality and that they are well formed. If the templates are rejected, ERA notifies the Transferring Entity, provides the results of the check, and requests correction. After ERA checks the templates, the disposition agreement must be approved by NARA before any records can be transferred to NARA or destroyed (see Section 6.2.2 for approval of disposition agreements). The Transferring Entity (e.g., records managers) submits the disposition agreement and the templates to ERA using a reliable method of communication. Additionally, a Preservation and Access Plan needs to be defined by NARA with assistance from the records producer.

- Additionally, the Transferring Entity selects a mechanism for transferring electronic records to NARA, identifies any specific requirements it has for retrieving the records after transfer, and stipulates any restrictions on access to the records after transfer. These data form the initial basis for a Preservation and Access Plan for the records.

2. Place records under systematic control

- Creators and custodians in the role of Transferring Entity manage records to facilitate their active use and ensure they are retained for as long as needed.

- Using NARA guidance and tools offered by ERA, Transferring Entities identify the essential characteristics of the records that accurately represent their content, context, structure, and presentation. These characteristics are based on a core set of elements required by NARA for acceptance of a transfer of records but will also include characteristics that are unique to the domain in which the records are created. For certain records, the identification of these characteristics may be completed with less detail. Additionally, NARA staff acting as the Transferring Entity may identify such characteristics.

- The records are maintained in Transferring Entity-specific electronic systems (e.g., records management applications, electronic information systems) for as long as they are needed for active use. The Transferring Entity is responsible for tracking records in these systems.

- The Transferring Entity is responsible for determining if any changes in record keeping, business requirements, or information technology require a change in an approved disposition instruction.

NOTE: Refer to Section 6.2, Appraiser Scenario, for additional activities completed before records are transferred to NARA.
3. Transfer

- Using ERA, the Transferring Entity (e.g., custodians, system administrators) will initiate a request to transfer records. The ERA system will also associate the transfer with registered templates. Upon approval, electronic records are transferred to ERA in accordance to the disposition agreement or the proposed Preservation and Access Plan. For transfers of records that are denied because they do not conform, ERA will notify the Transferring Entity that additional information is required. In certain cases, ERA may still accept the records, although the ability to process them and service levels may differ.

Note that ERA will provide the capability to manage the NARA workflow for the transfer of records from the Transferring Entity to NARA. ERA will be the single NARA portal for exchange of management information between records producers and NARA about transfers of all records (electronic and non-electronic). However, the ERA system will not be used to manage the actual transfer to NARA of non-electronic records. ERA will output relevant management information to other systems used for such transfers. The ERA system provides the capability to manage the request for transfer and store related information about the authorization to transfer, volume of transfer, and the timing of the transfer for all records.

- The Transferring Entity will send the electronic records, along with required supporting information, to ERA using a reliable method of communication. ERA will provide the capability to accept electronic records transferred via telecommunications or on acceptable digital media from the Transferring Entity according to the Preservation and Access Plan.

6.2 Appraiser Scenario

The following scenario outlines ERA’s role in facilitating the interaction between the appraiser and the Transferring Entity throughout the process of scheduling and appraising records. As described in the example below, ERA will have the capability to check templates, streamline the review and approval process, generate reports, generate metrics, and provide a reliable method of communication between the Transferring Entity and NARA. Although this scenario presents a relatively high degree of NARA involvement with the Transferring Entity prior to transfer, it does not mean to suggest that ERA requires this level of interaction. In many instances, NARA will accept records for which there has been little or no preparation by the Transferring Entity prior to transfer. For example, in some instances, if the Transferring Entity no longer exists, NARA staff will assume the role of the Transferring Entity and use ERA to perform many of the Transferring Entity activities.

6.2.1 Appraiser

The appraiser works with Transferring Entities to develop disposition agreements, e.g., record schedules, deeds of gift, or deposit agreements. A disposition agreement identifies one (1) or more sets of records and defines one (1) or more disposition instructions that apply to that set.
Disposition instructions specify how long records are to be kept and whether they should be destroyed or accessioned into NARA’s assets when they are no longer needed by the Transferring Entity. For electronic records that are to be transferred to NARA’s physical custody, the appraiser works with the Transferring Entity to define the terms and conditions of transfer and to develop a Preservation and Access Plan, which indicates how NARA will preserve and provide required access to the records. The amount of detail contained within the preservation and access plan will be dependent on the nature of the electronic records to be preserved. For each set of electronic records the preservation and access plan identifies the essential properties of the set, and of any defined subsets within the set, that must be preserved. It also identifies the methods that will be applied to preserve those properties, and enables NARA to perform any required services for the set or the electronic records in it. Different preservation strategies and related levels of service will be defined for electronic records within ERA. Each preservation and access plan must specify one (1) of these strategies. A preservation and access plan will be established whenever NARA agrees to accept the transfer of any set of electronic records. For Federal records, the appraiser reviews the records schedule proposed by the Transferring Entity, recommends whether or not the schedule should be approved, and negotiates changes to the schedule. For donated materials, the appraiser may develop templates, deeds of gift or deposit agreements, or gather other information about the materials.

6.2.2 Appraiser Activities

1. Review disposition agreement and related templates, and produce the Preservation and Access Plan.

- The Transferring Entity submits a proposed disposition agreement (e.g., records schedule, deed of gift, or deposit agreement) using ERA, along with any required supporting information. The appraiser may assist the Transferring Entity in developing the disposition and related information using collaborative tools provided by the system. ERA performs an initial review of the submitted agreement to check that all required information has been provided consistent with NARA standards and negotiates with the records producer the preservation and access level to be applied to their records, particularly for temporary records.

- In agreements which propose transfer of electronic records to NARA, either permanently as accessioned records or temporarily for storage, ERA checks the templates once they are submitted and registered in the ERA template repository, or for those templates that are identified by the Transferring Entity for the specific records that will be transferred. ERA checks the template for conformance to NARA’s standards regarding the inclusion of core elements necessary to manage the records once they are received and to make sure the template is valid and well-formed. If the templates or disposition agreements are rejected as invalid, ERA notifies the Transferring Entity that the documentation is in error. Once the templates are checked by ERA, a disposition package comprised of the disposition agreement, any related information, templates, and their respective validation reports is created by ERA. ERA notifies the appraiser that the disposition package is stored in ERA pending review.
The appraiser accesses ERA to review the disposition package. The appraiser determines whether the disposition agreement and templates are adequate. Also, the appraiser reviews the validation report for errors or inconsistencies. Based on the types of records, record sets, and digital formats of records that are proposed for transfer, the appraiser determines if there are NARA standard methods which would enable transfer, preservation, and access to the records. If so, the appraiser specifies these methods in the Preservation and Access Plan. In any case where there is no applicable standard method, the appraiser contacts a preserver to identify an appropriate method.

2. Review and appraise records and approve disposition agreement.

- After the appraiser determines that the disposition package is adequate (i.e., compliant with applicable policy and procedures), the appraiser may contact the Transferring Entity in order to examine the records identified in the disposition agreement. The appraiser may either request that the Transferring Entity transfer sample records to ERA or that the appraiser may have access to review the records in agency systems. In some cases, review of the records may not be required, or even possible.

- After reviewing the disposition package and records, the appraiser evaluates whether the documentation provided in the package is acceptable and whether the disposition instructions specified in the agreement are appropriate for the records. This evaluation is documented in the appraisal report, which is added to the disposition package. When the disposition package is ready for approval, ERA manages the review process by tracking the status of the package and routing it through NARA managers to the Archivist of the United States for approval.

- Throughout the review process, ERA will maintain an event log. Using the event log, statistics, performance, and metrics data can be extracted in the form of reports that can be reviewed by the appraiser and reported to management.


- After the disposition package is approved, it is available for dissemination and implementation. ERA provides the appraiser with a means to notify the Transferring Entity of the approval or rejection of the disposition package, as well as to report on the status of the disposition package in the approval process. ERA preserves evidence of the approval, along with proof of notification to the Transferring Entity, as part of the final disposition package.

6.3 Records Processor Scenario

This scenario presents an example of how a records processor might use ERA to receive a transfer, accession the records in the transfers, and process electronic records. The duties of the records processor include accessioning and processing functions that are currently allocated to...
various NARA staff roles. The scenario is broad enough to include all types of Transferring Entities, as well as all types of records that they might transfer. However, this example is not intended to account for all possible situations in this user class. The steps listed below should not be necessarily interpreted as a sequence of events. While Steps 1-4 under Section 6.3.2 must be completed first, steps 5-7 could conceivably be performed in different order, or simultaneously, or a step could be performed in segments over time. In cases where the Transferring Entity no longer exists, NARA staff will serve as the Transferring Entity.

6.3.1 Records Processor

The records processor is engaged in administering the accession, verification, arrangement, and description of electronic records. The records processor interacts with Transferring Entities and with other NARA staff roles at various points in this scenario. The records processor user class may include a variety of users who specialize in some aspect of the activities described below. For example, a records processor can be a specialist who works with Transferring Entities and appraisers to develop the necessary templates and strategies for transfer and processing of records, i.e., the Preservation and Access Plan. The records processor can also be a specialist who performs verification of records upon their transfer.

Appropriate NARA staff members are responsible for specific activities – such as declassification review and accessioning approval – associated with the records processor’s duties.

6.3.2 Records Processor Activities

1. Transfer

- The Transferring Entity uses ERA to submit a request to transfer electronic records to NARA.

- ERA evaluates the request against the disposition agreement and related Preservation and Access Plan (if the request includes electronic records) and provides authorization for the Transferring Entity to send the records, or informs the Transferring Entity that the request for transfer has been denied until discrepancies are corrected and ERA provides permission.

- The Transferring Entity sends the records. For electronic records, this means sending the digital files containing the records to ERA, which may be done electronically or via media.

- ERA stores electronic records transfers in a manner consistent with their stated level of security. For both electronic and non-electronic records, ERA confirms receipt of the transfer and notifies appropriate NARA staff and the Transferring Entity of the arrival of the transfer.
• The records processor uses ERA to check that transfers of electronic records between the Transferring Entity and ERA are successful, i.e., checks that all the appropriate components of the transfer are included and that they are complete and uncorrupted. ERA produces reports of any problems or discrepancies and notifies the records processor and Transferring Entity. When the Transferring Entity has transferred any missing, incomplete, or corrupted components, or has replaced such items, ERA notifies the records processor.

2. Verification and Initial Security Review of Electronic Records

• The records processor invokes a preliminary screening of the records to identify or check for the presence of potentially access restricted content in a transfer. ERA scans the transferred records for indications of potentially access restricted content and reports the results to the records processor. The system will segregate potentially access restricted content for further review.

• ERA checks the transferred electronic records against the specifications in the disposition agreement, transfer authorization, Preservation and Access Plan, templates, and other documentation. ERA produces a report showing the results of the verification, and includes the report in the accession package.

• If the ERA verification report indicates a discrepancy, the records processor is alerted. The records processor determines whether to add a note to the documentation of the records or in the description, describing the discrepancy in the data. If necessary, the records processor may also notify the Transferring Entity and request that the Transferring Entity take corrective action.

• The records processor uses ERA to indicate successful completion of verification of the records.

3. Preservation

• ERA checks that the methods stipulated in the Preservation and Access Plan for preserving records, instantiating the original order of the records and producing authentic copies can be applied successfully to the records in the transfer.

• If the Preservation and Access Plan requires any preservation actions, such as reformatting data types or records types, i.e., transformations, ERA stores the records as they were received, then performs the preservation actions, generating a second version of the records.

• The system carries out the instructions in the Preservation and Access Plan and generates a report on preservation verification and actions, identifying any problems encountered.
• The records processor reviews the preservation report and may decide to invoke tests to check that the records remain authentic. The records processor may consult with a preserver about any problems in the preservation report or test results.

4. Arrangement

• The records processor uses ERA to determine the arrangement of electronic records in the transfer, and to check that ERA can instantiate this arrangement. NARA is primarily concerned with the arrangement expressed in the “original order” of records; that is, the order imposed by the records producer to facilitate their use in its activities. Traditionally, records have been arranged according to a hierarchical files classification system, but electronic records may also be arranged according to a data model, in layers of a Geographic Information System, or empirically on a web site. In any case, ERA must maintain the specification of the arrangement and must be able to present the records in the specified arrangement. ERA will store the specification for an arrangement in a template.

• The records processor determines whether a template specifying the original order of the records exists in ERA. If so, the records processor invokes tests to confirm that ERA can present the records in the arrangement specified. If not, or if the records processor determines the template is inappropriate, the records processor may define a new arrangement for the records. ERA transmits any proposed new arrangement to appropriate NARA managers for authorization. Upon approval, ERA stores the arrangement template as an approved arrangement for the specified records set.

• The ERA system will provide the capability to support multiple arrangements and manage versions of arrangements. Hierarchical levels of arrangement may be specified in a single template. But the system must also be able to link arrangement templates, so that, for example, a single template applies to a series which exists over long periods of time, but parallel, lower level templates reflect successive changes in the internal structure of the series.

• The records processor may use ERA to define relationships between or among records or records sets, in addition to the relationships stipulated in an arrangement. For example, the records processor may indicate that the same document is a record in two (2) or more different file units or series. This occurs when many records in a case file of an agency line operation may be duplicated in the files of subsequent investigation and adjudication or legislation related to the case.

5. Transfer of Legal Custody (Accessioning)

• ERA assembles the information relating to the records to be accessioned, including transfer documentation, the description of the records transferred, correspondence between the records processor and the Transferring Entity, and any other relevant
information. A records processor uses ERA to complete and submit the appropriate
document to transfer legal custody.

- ERA notifies appropriate NARA staff that the accession is ready for approval.
  Designated NARA staff review the accession information, the records on as needed basis,
  and approve the transfer of legal custody. When the transfer of legal custody is
  approved, ERA indicates that the accession has been accepted into NARA’s assets and
  notifies the Transferring Entity.

6. Archival Description

- The records processor uses ERA to create or enhance the description of the records. For
electronic records, ERA parses the transfer documentation, the electronic records, and
reports generated in processing the records, extracting pertinent information that will be
used to populate description fields. For non-electronic records, ERA parses all existing
documentation it contains about the records, such as the disposition agreement and the
transfer documentation, extracting information and using it to populate description fields.
Any required fields not populated by ERA will be completed by the records processor.
The records processor then reviews the description populated by ERA, and modifies it as
necessary. Note that the records processor does have options available for creating the
description by entering all information manually or by copying and modifying an existing
description. When the records processor indicates the draft description is complete, ERA
checks the draft description against NARA rules for archival description, and notifies the
records processor of any problems. ERA will manage descriptions and provide
maintenance of multiple versions of descriptions.

- The records processor submits the completed draft description for review. Draft
descriptions, whether created anew or modified from existing descriptions, are required
to undergo the review process. ERA manages the workflow of the review. Draft
descriptions are reviewed and approved by the NARA Manager.

7. Conclusion of Processing

- ERA notifies the records processor that the processing for the accession is complete.

- Electronic records and their associated templates and descriptions are stored in ERA.
  Descriptions of non-electronic records are also stored in ERA.

- ERA notifies consumers who have entered subscriptions asking to be informed when
  records of the type processed are available for access.

6.4 Preserver Scenario

The Preserver scenario illustrates the activities undertaken to ensure the reproducibility of the
essential characteristics of electronic records over time. This scenario pertains only to electronic
records. Preservation includes all activities necessary to ensure that digital files remain intact in transfer and storage; that an electronic record can be reproduced from its digital components and presented in authentic record form; that the original order, and any other arrangement of records approved by NARA, can be implemented; that changes in the formats of digital components of electronic records or in the methods applied to reproduce a record or instantiate an arrangement retain required attributes and methods; and that NARA can certify the authenticity of reproductions of electronic records. Preservation is not limited to permanent electronic records, but applies to any case where electronic records need to be retained for a length of time that entails significant risk to the continued existence, accessibility, or authenticity of the records. Preservation activities include:

- Creating/defining a Preservation and Access Plan for each set of electronic records that will be preserved in ERA for any length of time. A Preservation and Access Plan identifies the NARA standard preservation methods and the chosen preservation strategy which will be applied to the records, the related levels of service, and the parameters or conditions for their application, including:
  - Terms and conditions for transfer of electronic records to ERA,
  - Standard templates and rules defining the essential attributes and methods of any sets of records which must be preserved, i.e., disposition agreement,
  - Standard methods for reproducing electronic records from their digital components,
  - Conditions and standard methods for changing the formats of digital components of records when required for preservation and continuing access,
  - Essential properties of the set and of any defined subsets within the set that must be preserved,
  - Methods that will be applied to instantiate the structure (arrangement) of a set, to locate records within that structure, and to enable browsing and retrieval of the arranged records,

- Managing templates that articulate the characteristics that must be preserved;

- Ensuring continuing access to the electronic records over time;

- Independently evaluating how well the system satisfies the Preservation and Access Plan requirements; and

- Approving system changes, such as in storage media, that might impact the preservation of electronic records.

6.4.1 Preserver

The preserver is a specialized class of NARA staff who combines professional knowledge and skills in archives, records management, and information technology. The preserver has direct responsibility for ensuring that the technological capabilities and methods implemented in the system satisfy NARA’s business requirements and rules for the lifecycle management of electronic records. The preserver works closely with the records processor, appraiser, and
NARA consumers to ensure that electronic records are properly preserved and that the system can produce authentic copies of them.

6.4.2 Preserver Activities

Preservation processes will include the monitoring of storage to ensure data remains intact, and as needed, to take corrective actions; the evaluation of methods for preserving and providing access to authentic electronic records in defined arrangements, generation, registration, and validation of Preservation and Access Plans, templates, and other controls; and the execution of processes designed to overcome format obsolescence. The preserver has the capability to provide pre-transfer support to Transferring Entities, appraisers, and records processors. The preserver analyzes information about current and expected transfers of records and uses ERA to create generic templates for types of records and sets of records. The preserver stores these templates in the ERA template repository for use by Transferring Entities and appraisers.

1. Preservation and Access Plans

- Any set of electronic records to be transferred to NARA’s physical or legal custody, under a records schedule or other disposition agreement, must have an associated Preservation and Access Plan which specifies how NARA will provide the storage, access, reproduction, or other services required by the disposition agreement. Each plan adopts NARA standards for such services for the classes of records and types of data included in the body of records. The preserver articulates the preservation standards which guide appraisers in negotiating with the Transferring Entity to formulate preservation plans for records that are to be transferred to NARA.

- The preserver guides Transferring Entities and appraisers in determining which standard preservation methods and registered templates apply to specific records and sets of electronic records, and assists in the process of developing and registering specific templates. The preserver evaluates preservation plans to ensure that specific terms and conditions for transfers to ERA are feasible and appropriate, that methods identified in the plan for preserving, reproducing, and providing access to electronic records are appropriate and effective, and that assigned templates will enable required archival control.

- The preserver works with administrative users to ensure that ERA can implement standard preservation methods and check transfers against these terms and conditions.

- The preserver identifies characteristics of electronic records that cannot be accessioned, preserved, or accessed using existing tools or templates, and determines if they could be accommodated by modifications or extensions to existing tools or templates, or by creation of new templates. The preserver uses ERA to develop new templates and stores them in the ERA template repository. If new or different preservation methods are required, the preserver formulates and submits a change request.
2. Template Coordination

- A template expresses one (1) or more requirements for the lifecycle management of records in a manner that enables systematic control over the lifecycle and facilitates automated execution of lifecycle management processes. The preserver reviews any template proposed by an appraiser as a NARA standard or model in order to ensure that records lifecycle controls stipulated in the templates can be implemented in the system. The preserver specifies criteria which will be used by the system to check lower level templates for conformance to a NARA standard or model template.

- The preserver reviews proposed templates, and validation reports about these templates, to ensure that records lifecycle controls stipulated in the templates can be implemented in the system. The preserver works with records producers and appraisers to resolve any problems related to the conformance of a proposed template with NARA standards for templates.

3. Processing Electronic Records

- The preserver links business rules related to lifecycle management of sets of records to be transferred to ERA with methods which will be applied to check conformance of the records with these rules when they are transferred. The preserver defines reports to be produced from such verifications and specifies threshold parameters for acceptance or rejection of deviations from the rules.

- The preserver uses ERA to review transfers of records and the changes applied to them to determine if preservation objectives are being achieved effectively and consistently.

- When problems occur in executing a preservation plan, the preserver determines whether the exceptions should be accepted and documented “as is.” Alternatively, the preserver works with the records processor to determine appropriate corrective action or to modify the Preservation and Access Plan. If that alternative fails, the preserver evaluates and recommends new or revised preservation standards.

- In response to a consumer request which cannot be satisfied using standard options, the preserver uses ERA tools to output copies of electronic records, or their digital components, in formats that can be accessed on the consumer’s system.

- The preserver ensures that ERA captures and retains information about electronic records necessary to ensure their preservation, accessibility, and to certify their authenticity. The key preservation process required for all electronic records is the ability to produce authentic copies of the records from stored data. ERA will provide appropriate tools, techniques, and methods to enable output of authentic copies of any electronic records in the system for as long as they need to be maintained, which will range from a few years to effectively forever.
The preserver defines requirements for an audit trail of all transformations performed in ERA in order to document the relationship between the records acquired from the Transferring Entity and their transformed versions, and defines reporting requirements for other system functions and parameters related to preservation. The preserver reviews the audit trails and reports to evaluate system performance against preservation requirements.

The preserver works with Transferring Entities, as needed, on implementation of disposition agreements to transfer electronic records from the producers’ systems to ERA.

### 4. Maintenance of Electronic Records

- The preserver uses ERA to examine samples of electronic records being preserved to ensure that nothing is lost or corrupted in storage. ERA will provide the capability to monitor raw bit error rate and corrected bit error rate of storage media in archive. ERA will also provide safeguards to monitor media degradation, migrate records to new media, and provide the necessary tools for recovery of electronic records from failed media.

- The preserver works with administrative users to ensure that necessary changes, such as media migration, are implemented in the storage system. The preserver reviews plans for, monitors, and evaluates updates or modifications of the storage system, including migration of preserved electronic records to new digital media.

- The preserver identifies opportunities for improving preservation quality or service and uses ERA to perform such changes.

### 6.5 Access Reviewer Scenario

As proposed, the ERA system will store and maintain records that NARA receives containing information subject to restrictions on access. Information may be restricted for a variety of reasons including national security classification, privacy, intellectual property, and other provisions of Federal law, as well as stipulations in deeds of gift and deposit agreements. Storage and access to such information must conform to the laws, regulations, and policies governing such information. NARA needs to review records to ensure that restricted information is properly characterized, to determine if such information may be released to a consumer, and to produce disclosure-free versions. Appropriately cleared access review staff will be able to begin the review process at any point after transfer, but this step will generally begin after legal custody of the records has been transferred, i.e., accessioning.

ERA will assist the access reviewer in conducting a systematic review of electronic records and in reviewing specific items in response to a request. ERA will allow the access reviewer to coordinate the review with equity owners outside of NARA when necessary. ERA will track the status of the item when the review is complete, and will facilitate redaction of access restricted or classified information from otherwise open items. ERA will allow the access reviewer to change
determinations over time in subsequent reviews and appeals, and to keep track of the different releases of the item over time.

The access reviewer will also perform mediated searches on behalf of consumers.

### 6.5.1 Access Reviewer

The access review staff, including reviewers and managers, is responsible for reviewing security classified or otherwise access-restricted information in order to determine if the information can be made available to a consumer. Whether it is a systematic review or a user requested review (usually based upon provisions of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)), the review procedures are the same. One (1) or more of the following conditions prompts the need for a review.

- The initial review during processing recommended further action in the form of a systematic review
- A consumer has requested access to specific records which may require review
- Transfer and other documentation indicate that the access-restricted information is included or potentially included in a set of records

### 6.5.2 Access Reviewer Activities

1. **Initiation of Review**

   - Using information captured when the records are transferred and processed, ERA notifies the access review staff that there are records that require access review. ERA assists management in prioritizing review work by providing information regarding overall workload, time-sensitive nature of the records, volume of records, and availability of declassification guidelines for the records. A NARA manager then uses ERA to initiate the review project and define the scope. For example, large groups of records may be broken into several projects. The review sequence for the project is defined; some projects will require second reviewers, Presidential representatives, Vice Presidential representatives, etc. ERA assigns a tracking identification to the project and begins tracking the stages of the review.

2. **Determination**

   - To supplement the information provided in the records, the access reviewer uses ERA to help locate potentially access-restricted information by searching for specified keywords, concepts, record types, and formats.

   - The access reviewer reads each item and determines if information in the item is subject to applicable restrictions. Once the appropriate restrictions on access have been identified, the review provides justification for each restriction applied. During the review, the access reviewer identifies equity holders for the information in the item.
• The access reviewer makes determinations about whether items should be released, withheld, or whether a redacted version should be created and released.

• ERA captures the justification (e.g., which restrictions apply to the information, such as FOIA, Presidential Records Act (PRA) exemption, etc.) for any withdrawing, redaction, or any other determination. The access reviewer assigns a sensitivity level to the records. ERA identifies the records according to their status and associates the record with the reasons for the actions.

3. Tracking and Notification

• The access reviewer uses ERA to coordinate the review with other agencies or reviewers as appropriate. ERA tracks information about the coordination process: Where are the items sent? When are they sent? When are they returned? What were the determinations and corresponding reasons of the outside equity holders? When is the referral complete?

• ERA notifies second or subsequent reviewers (who could include representatives of other agencies and/or of former and incumbent Presidents) when they must perform additional review. ERA tracks when review is complete and notifies the consumer if the item is open, available only in redacted form, or withheld.

• If the requestor appeals NARA’s determinations, ERA captures information about the appeal request (i.e., when received, what was appealed) and manages the workflow of review for the appeal. If the appeal was successful, the access reviewer can change previous determinations and ERA will capture additional versions of the appealed items.

• ERA produces statistics on access review work based on a scheduled reporting scheme for performance reporting, the Annual FOIA Report, and other reporting and management requirements.

6.6 Consumer Scenario

This scenario describes how the consumer will employ ERA to search for, access, and retrieve electronic records. ERA will support search of descriptions of all records, and show defined relationships between the sets of electronic records and non-electronic records; however, those capabilities are not described in this scenario. ERA will allow a broad array of search and retrieval capabilities that can be adapted to each consumer’s needs, privileges, and clearances.

6.6.1 Consumer

A consumer is any individual or organization who wishes to identify and/or obtain access to or copies of electronic records that preserved in ERA. These individuals fall into three (3) broad types.
6.6.2 Consumer Activities

The Consumer will undertake the following steps in using ERA to obtain electronic records.
(The steps listed below should not be necessarily interpreted as a sequence of events. For example, steps 2 and 3 can occur in a different order than shown here.)

1. Access

- All consumers will be able to search and retrieve descriptions of all records accessioned by NARA. In addition, they will be able to search and retrieve electronic records which have no access restrictions that are maintained in ERA. Consumers with special access rights (clearances) and privileges may check those clearances with ERA upon accessing the system.

2. Search

- The consumer searches ERA for information describing electronic records and for actual content within electronic records. Such searching may be done at a variety of levels of aggregation (i.e., record group or set, series, file unit, or item). Within the consumer's given access rights and privileges, the consumer may take advantage of available functions and features. ERA responds to search queries against descriptions by supplying the descriptions that match the search criteria. Normally, records are described at the set level, such as series or file unit. If records lifecycle data identifies a group of electronic records of interest, the consumer may proceed to run queries against the content of those records. ERA responds to such search queries by identifying either sets of electronic records, or individual electronic records, with results constrained by the consumer’s
access rights. ERA provides the capability for the consumer to view and/or sort the results of the search, modify the search if necessary, and refine or save search results as desired. The consumer is able to perform these functions in an iterative manner, thus permitting the user to progress from a search about a general topic to a list of specific electronic records that the consumer may wish to view.

3. Retrieve/Receive

- From search results that identify relevant electronic records, ERA allows the consumer to view and access the electronic records desired. The consumer directly interacts with the ERA system and accesses records in accordance with established privileges and access rights. The consumer may request the ERA system to output electronic records to a selected medium or print them in formats with parameters chosen from available options. ERA also provides the capability to direct output via telecommunications, for example, using File Transfer Protocol (FTP). The consumer may use search and retrieval capabilities without any involvement of NARA staff, but if at any time the consumer has questions, has trouble searching, requires services, or is unable to retrieve/receive records due to access restrictions, ERA provides the consumer the capability to request a mediated search.

4. Mediated Search Request

- The consumer may request help from NARA staff while using ERA. A mediated request may include such activities as NARA staff answering questions, conducting and handling searches, providing certified copies, processing special requests, expediting requests, handling FOIA appeals, and similar issues. ERA tracks the communication and information about the mediated request. After all questions are answered, issues resolved, and special requests processed, the consumer retrieves/receives electronic records as described in Number 3, Retrieve/Receive (see above). If the electronic records are restricted the consumer may instead receive information concerning the status of a particular request.

5. Fee for Service

- Public consumers may request products that require them to pay a fee. If a fee must be collected or charged-back for any special product during this process, ERA tracks, reports upon, and routes any required financial transaction information to all appropriate billing/accounting systems, and provides the requested product on authorization by the billing/accounting system.

- Federal agencies storing records in NARA’s Federal Records Centers reimburse NARA for all services. ERA instances that store temporary Federal records track services provided under each records center customer account, and reports upon and routes this information to the centers’ billing/accounting system.
6.7 Administrative User Scenario

This scenario is included to demonstrate some of the capabilities that would be included in ERA for the administrative user of the system. Not all administrative capabilities are described in the scenario and many of the system functions will be done without user involvement.

6.7.1 Administrative User

The administrative users are those that handle such activities as assigning user rights and privileges, scheduling reports, monitoring the system, modifying workflow, and ensuring system availability.

6.7.2 Administrative User Activities

1. Assign user rights and privileges

   - Using NARA predefined roles (which includes information regarding clearances held, permissions granted, job roles), the administrative user creates the user account establishing requested access rights and privileges in the System (i.e., a user profile is created). For example, users with appropriate clearances will be able to view classified records necessary for their work. The user is granted appropriate access rights (e.g., access to access-restricted data or administrative access) and systems capabilities (e.g., ability to edit, input data, check security, produce user reports). Note that users with “public” access rights can be created by ERA, and that user accounts can also be established for those users who wish to avail themselves of fee services.

2. Schedule Reports

   - The administrative user logs on to ERA and uses any data available in the system to create new reports or modify existing reports. The request for reports could be based on a specific requirement from NARA or a system monitoring need. The reports could provide metric data for such activities as system usage, system capacity, performance, or workflow statistics. ERA provides the ability to manage reports (i.e., create, modify, save, delete) and has the ability to output the reports via a user interface, media, or to external systems. ERA can also make reports available to other users of the system.

   - The reports are scheduled for regular distribution to the appropriate people or are created on as needed basis.

   - Schedules and contents of scheduled reports can later be changed as required.

3. Monitor System

   - ERA provides the administrative user with the ability to monitor system performance and security using system tools such as a dashboard. The dashboard is an integrated set of diagnostic tools that is used for monitoring the health of the system. It monitors storage,
performance, space, load, security-related indicators, etc. When a system status alarm occurs (as indicated on the dashboard) indicating a system problem/fault or a potential security problem, the system alarm log is updated with alarm type/number, and time and date stamp of the occurrence for audit trail purposes. Additionally, the system notifies the administrative user of the problem via automatic paging, telephone call, or some other method.

- The administrative user, with help from support staff, diagnoses and troubleshoots problems implementing intrusion detection system and virus control procedures. In parallel, the system is recording these events in system logs and establishing an audit trail.

- Once the problem has been corrected the administrative user ensures that the system’s operations are secure from intrusion, viruses, unauthorized access, etc., i.e., the system performance is as intended.

4. Modify Workflow

- In some instances the administrative user will be able to modify workflow. This does not mean that the administrative user will be able to modify rules, assignments, etc., for NARA’s records lifecycle workflow using the system. The administrative user will be able to modify work flowing through the system at a point in time when problems with the system arise.

- When the administrative user is alerted to a potential problem with the system (e.g., a problem with the server has occurred) or has been notified of a problem and workaround recommendation by the NARA Manager, the administrative user notifies the appropriate support staff who diagnoses and troubleshoots the problem, and temporarily modifies system workflow(s) to ensure continued service.

- The administrative user notifies the appropriate NARA Manager of the temporary modification to workflow. The administrative user tracks the resolution of the problem for audit trail purposes and the modified system workflow(s) will exist in the system until the problem can be corrected.

6.8 NARA Manager Scenario

This scenario is included to demonstrate the interaction of the NARA manager with the workflow capabilities of the ERA system, and the interaction with the ERA administrative user. Note that some steps are performed by the system without the need for human intervention, and some are a combination of system and human activities.
6.8.1 NARA Manager

NARA managers are those users who are responsible for making decisions related to the records lifecycle management and processing activities and assignment of personnel to perform the archival work as scheduled. Responsibility for the completion of archival tasks rests with the NARA manager. The NARA manager also interfaces with the administrative user when system problems disrupt the flow of work.

6.8.2 NARA Manager Activities

1. Job Pending

   - The NARA manager logs onto the system and receives a notification from the system that a job is ready for processing. The notification indicates that records are being transferred into the system according to their schedule. The system, using predefined NARA business process rules is able to determine what activities need to occur. Based on these rules, the system can decide to create a job, assign jobs to staff, assign due dates, note access restrictions, and provide relevant information about the records in the job.

2. Review System Assignments

   - The NARA manager reviews the assignments identified by the system and selects from the options that are presented:
     - Confirm the assignments, or
     - Modify the assignments.

   - Confirm Assignments
     - Upon confirmation by the NARA manager, the system notifies staff of their assignments including milestones and begins to track the job, which includes capturing performance statistics.
     - As the job proceeds, the system is able to send notifications, collect approvals, detect when processing has been suspended, make additional assignments, or notify the NARA manager that the job is complete.

   - Modify Assignments
     - Upon inspection of the job, the NARA manager has the capability to modify the steps, adding or removing steps, or changing the order of the steps to be performed to process the job as a candidate workflow.
     - The system will either confirm the modification or may determine that additional steps are necessary requiring the NARA manager to make additional modifications.
     - Upon approval, notifications are sent to staff alerting them of their assignments.
3. Approval and Closure of Processing

- As the job progresses through the system, there are various junctures where NARA manager approval is required. The NARA manager will inspect jobs on a periodic basis and provide approval as appropriate, including final approval that the job has successfully been completed.

- If the NARA manager disapproves a job pending completion approval, notification will be sent to staff providing the determination, justification for the decision, and possible remedies.

- Staff will modify the proposed processing and the approved job will be processed per normal course of operation.

- Upon final approval, the system captures this information and stops tracking the job.

4. Modify Workflow

- When notified by the system that identified steps are not occurring as scheduled, the NARA manager has the capability to examine the system in an attempt to understand and/or determine the nature of the problem. Possible problems could be related to bottlenecks in the system or due to inability of NARA staff to complete tasks.

- The NARA manager may have to interface with the system administrator and recommend possible solutions (if due to a bottleneck in the system) or interface with NARA staff to determine the nature of the problem and recommend solutions.

- The system administrator has the capability to implement an agreed upon solution in order for processing to continue.

6.9 System Characteristics

In addition to the user scenarios described above, the proposed ERA system includes a number of system characteristics that translate into functional, architectural, and performance-related capabilities. Specifically, the proposed system should support subscriptions, service management, availability, and performance.

6.9.1 Subscriptions

According to the ERA RD, a subscription is a standing instruction stipulating a specific action to be taken by the system on behalf of the user at the occurrence of a trigger event. Some triggers may include:

- A series is updated with new records,
- A new record type is defined and added to ERA assets,
- A new template is created or modified,
Specified records are proposed for deletion, and
Records redactions are completed.

ERA should manage user subscriptions (for users) by providing the capability to create, modify, delete, suspend, and resume their subscriptions.

The user will select the desired subscription service based on the occurrence of a trigger and provide required information when prompted by the system. If the service has a fee associated with it, ERA will present the cost information to the user. The user will confirm the desired fee for service subscription and upon confirmation ERA will interface to external systems (e.g., financial system) and the user indicating that the subscription order has been placed. The subscription order is stored in the system until such time as the trigger is executed. Upon execution, ERA acts and sends a notification with the results of the subscription to the user.

6.9.2 Service Management

As excerpted from the ERA RD, service management consists of support for queuing of services, monitoring service progress, prioritization of services, preemption of a service, suspension of service processing, and resumption of services. Check pointing is required, as is the ability to limit service execution times.

6.9.3 Availability

The proposed ERA system availability requirements will be based on an individual service or feature. ERA, as proposed, should also be developed with no single point of failure and should provide for the continuity of operations in emergency or catastrophic situations. In addition to individual requirements for recovery and archival storage, the ERA RD provides a table listing the availability requirements for individual services and functions. Some items in the table include:

- Search electronic assets,
- Access electronic assets,
- Redaction,
- Perform access review,
- User communications, and
- Access the system via an electronic interface.

6.9.4 Performance

The proposed ERA system should be scalable to one (1) exabyte of total storage and ten teraobjects without major design changes. Record volume requirements concerning ingest, accumulated archive volumes, and concurrent number of users can be found in the ERA RD. Specific performance requirements for peak system load capacity can also be found in the ERA RD.
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6.10 Facilities

The proposed ERA system may require a complex physical infrastructure that translates to physical space that will be required to accommodate the challenges posed by the enormous volume of electronic records that it will store. This is complicated by the rapidly changing nature of the systems that are used to create electronic records. Facilities requirements will be based on the future design of the system.

7.0 Summary of Impacts

The implementation of the proposed ERA system may have wide ranging impacts on both NARA and its customers. The sub-sections below identify potential operational impacts, organizational impacts, and impacts during development that should be considered as NARA develops plans for the proposed ERA system.

7.1 Operational Impacts

Until the ERA program undergoes systems analysis and design, operational impacts of the proposed ERA system are not known; therefore, impacts to the following have been omitted.

- Interfaces with primary or alternate computer operating centers
- Changes in procedures
- Use of new data sources
- Changes in quantity, type, and timing of data to be input into the system
- Changes in data retention requirements
- New modes of operation based on emergency, disaster, or accident conditions
- New methods for providing input data if the required data are not readily available
- Changes in operational budget
- Changes in operational risks

However, it is anticipated that NARA will have to implement changes to the way it conducts business in order to achieve the agency’s mission, goals, and objectives in archiving electronic records. The proposed ERA system will facilitate this endeavor. When implemented, the ERA system will have the ability to handle vastly more electronic records, as well as records with a wider variety of formats, than NARA has been capable of addressing in the past.

NARA has been responsive to the challenge and is currently conducting a review of agency business processes with its Lifecycle BPR activity, and is also engaged in conceptual data modeling and enterprise architecture restructuring efforts. The proposed ERA system should provide decision support for NARA management processes for the lifecycle management of records of all types. This includes supporting processes for such activities as appraisal, scheduling, and description that apply to both electronic records and records in other media. Additional operational impacts may include the following items.

- Reengineering enterprise security
• Data architecture modeling
• Disaster or catastrophic recovery:
  − The size of the ERA holdings make full recovery of an archive’s holdings expensive and time consuming
  − Any system hosting a safe-store copy of data would need to accommodate technology refresh and media/records management, just as primary records storage does
• Advances in technology
• A reexamination of archival principles as they relate to electronic records
• The production of templates for each record type will cause an increased workload but will be needed to facilitate validation, preservation, and access
• Changes to operational procedures

7.2 Organizational Impacts

NARA is examining current policies and business practices and may have to develop and/or modify policies and business practices as necessary. The depth and breadth of the organizational impact is unknown at this time. Information with respect to the following has not been provided for this reason and includes such items as the numbers and skill levels of personnel needed for contingency operation at one (1) or more alternate sites following an emergency, disaster, or accident; and changes in the number of personnel, skill levels, position identifiers, or locations of personnel. ERA may also require the revision of position descriptions to reflect changes in NARA’s business practices. With this in mind, NARA has identified a number of possible organizational impacts as provided below.

• An assessment of how ERA fits organizationally within NARA and relates to NARA program units
• The commitment of resources (e.g., funding, time, staff) by NARA and Transferring Entities to efforts to address electronic records needs in the first phases in the records lifecycle
• The need for cross-functional, inter-disciplinary staff teams
• The development of education and increased training for both NARA staff and consumers
• The need for additional personnel for a robust help desk facility for NARA staff and consumers
• Improved opportunities for career development for NARA staff
• An opportunity for agencies, states, and other entities to avail themselves of ERA technology for their own system design purposes
• Relationships between NARA and Transferring Entities
• Localization of NARA activities and resources in terms of both their distribution over Washington Headquarters and regional operations and the provision of customer services which are truly nationwide and have no inherent local focus
7.3 Impacts During Development

The full extent of impacts during development will not be known until completion of the systems analysis and design phase and as such has not been provided; however, impacts considered thus far include the following.

- Articulation of business rules, templates, and other controls needed for operational implementation;
- Development of training for requirements to be implemented in an increment; and
- Training necessary for rollout of the increment.

When known, information on impacts such as the following will be provided as required.

- Involvement in studies, meetings, and discussions prior to award of the contract;
- User and support involvement in reviews and demonstrations, evaluation of initial operating capabilities and evolving versions of the system, development or modification of databases, and required training;
- Parallel operation of the new and existing systems; and
- Operational impacts during system testing of the proposed system.

Note: that the initial implementation of transition plans for current systems to include considerations of parallel operations and its impact on the proposed ERA system, are provided in the Transition Planning section and associated sub-sections of the ERA LTP. Reference the ERA LTP as appropriate for information with respect to transition strategies including assumptions; implementation strategies and implications; transition factors including number and types of users, age of the system, current operational costs, funding sources, condition of legacy systems, and other pertinent information.

8.0 Analysis of the Proposed System

Various improvements, disadvantages and limitations, and alternatives and trade-offs considered are covered in this section.

8.1 Summary of Improvements

The proposed ERA system, when implemented, will subsume and enhance the existing functionality provided by the legacy systems identified in Section 3.3.1; however, the proposed ERA system will provide a completely new set of capabilities as offered in Section 4.2.2. Additional capabilities for the proposed ERA system are provided in Section 2.2 of the ERA RD. The full extent of the capabilities to be provided by the proposed ERA system will not be known until the completion of the systems analysis and design phase of the program and will be addressed at that time as required. It is anticipated however, that the proposed ERA system will offer numerous benefits to NARA and consumers and may include the following items.

- The preservation of electronic records that would otherwise be lost
• A wider variety of electronic records in NARA assets
• Consolidated electronic records administration and streamlined internal workflow
• More involvement with Transferring Entities in the early phases of the records lifecycle
• New tools to support processing and access review of electronic records:
  - Tools to aid in access review decisions
  - Tools for withdrawal and redaction
  - Tools for description
• Faster access to electronic records
• The ability to service additional consumers
• Increased responsiveness and consistency with consumers
• Remote access to electronic records
• Enhanced capabilities for searching electronic records

8.2 Disadvantages and Limitations

Potential disadvantages or limitations of the proposed ERA system include:

• High development costs,
• High costs associated with security,
• NARA staff anxiety brought about by new responsibilities resulting from changes due to electronic records,
• Poor NARA staff morale without proactive change management,
• Impact on Transferring Entities (resources required to prepare for transfer of materials to NARA, greater records management responsibilities), and
• User misunderstanding of ERA’s relation to NARA’s non-electronic assets.

8.3 Alternatives and Tradeoffs Considered

Alternatives to the proposed ERA system are documented in the ERA AoA document. Refer to the ERA AoA for detailed information pertaining to this topic.

9.0 Notes

The technical terms used in this document are defined in IEEE Std. 610.12-1990, IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology. Table 9-1, Acronyms, provides a list of acronyms used herein.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACRONYM</th>
<th>DEFINITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAD</td>
<td>Access to Archival Databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADRRES</td>
<td>Archives Document Review and Redaction System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AERIC</td>
<td>Archival Electronic Records Inspection and Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMIS</td>
<td>Accession Management Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AoA</td>
<td>Analysis of Alternatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APS</td>
<td>Archival Preservation System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACRONYM</td>
<td>DEFINITION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>Archival Research Catalog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCII</td>
<td>American Standard Code for Information Interchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPR</td>
<td>Business Process Reengineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>Committee on Archival Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSDS</td>
<td>Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFR</td>
<td>Code of Federal Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIO</td>
<td>Chief Information Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConOps</td>
<td>Concept of Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDC</td>
<td>Design and Deployment Concepts Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>Digital Versatile Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAP</td>
<td>Electronic Access Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBCDIC</td>
<td>Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA</td>
<td>Electronic Records Archives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERM</td>
<td>Electronic Records Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOIA</td>
<td>Freedom of Information Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTP</td>
<td>File Transfer Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB</td>
<td>Gigabyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIS</td>
<td>Geographical Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>International Business Machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE</td>
<td>Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Internet Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPT</td>
<td>Integrated Product Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRD</td>
<td>External Interface Requirements Document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>International Organization for Standardization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISOO</td>
<td>Information Security Oversight Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB</td>
<td>Megabyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCT</td>
<td>Metadata Completion Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDA</td>
<td>Milestone Decision Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNS</td>
<td>Mission Needs Statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Microsoft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Archivist of the United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NARA</td>
<td>National Archives and Records Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCON</td>
<td>Congressional and Public Affairs Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Deputy Archivist of the United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEEO</td>
<td>Equal Employment Opportunity and Diversity Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC</td>
<td>General Counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHPRC</td>
<td>National Historical Publications and Records Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Office of Presidential Libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLCP</td>
<td>Clinton Presidential Materials Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLDDE</td>
<td>Dwight D. Eisenhower Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLFDR</td>
<td>Franklin D. Roosevelt Library</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*National Archives and Records Administration*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACRONYM</th>
<th>DEFINITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NLGB</td>
<td>George Bush Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLGRF</td>
<td>Gerald R. Ford Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLGRFM</td>
<td>Gerald R. Ford Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLHH</td>
<td>Herbert Hoover Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLHST</td>
<td>Harry S. Truman Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLJC</td>
<td>Jimmy Carter Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLJFK</td>
<td>John F. Kennedy Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLLBJ</td>
<td>Lyndon Baines Johnson Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLMS</td>
<td>Presidential Materials Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLNS</td>
<td>Nixon Presidential Materials Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRR</td>
<td>Ronald Reagan Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPOL</td>
<td>Policy and Communications Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW</td>
<td>Office of Records Services – Washington, DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWA</td>
<td>Operations Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW</td>
<td>Access Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWCC</td>
<td>Customer Services Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWCC1</td>
<td>Archives I Research Support Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWCC2</td>
<td>Archives II Research Support Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWCCA</td>
<td>Archives Library Information Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWCD</td>
<td>Product Development Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWCH</td>
<td>Holdings Maintenance Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWCR</td>
<td>Records Control Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWCS</td>
<td>Special Media Archives Services Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWCT</td>
<td>Textual Archives Services Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWCTB</td>
<td>Old Military and Civil Records LICON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWCTC</td>
<td>Civilian Records LICON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWCTF</td>
<td>Special Access/FOIA LICON, Office of Records Services - Washington, DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWCTM</td>
<td>Modern Military Records LICON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWE</td>
<td>Museum Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWL</td>
<td>Center for Legislative Archives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWM</td>
<td>Modern Records Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWMD</td>
<td>Initial Processing/Declassification Division, Office of Records Services - Washington, DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWME</td>
<td>Electronic and Special Media Records Services Division, Office of Records Services – Washington, DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWML</td>
<td>Lifecycle Management Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWMW</td>
<td>Washington National Records Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWMWA</td>
<td>Accession and Disposal Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWMWR</td>
<td>Reference Service Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWT</td>
<td>Preservation Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWTD</td>
<td>Document Conservation Laboratory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 10.0 Appendices

There are no appendices contained or referenced herein.

### 11.0 Glossary

The definitions of many archival terms used in the *ERA ConOps* are provided as part of the *ERA RD*. As iterated in **Section 1.2**, it is recommended that the *ERA ConOps* be reviewed in conjunction with the *ERA RD*.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACRONYM</th>
<th>DEFINITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NWTS</td>
<td>Special Media Presentation Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAIS</td>
<td>Open Archival Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFAS</td>
<td>Order Fulfillment and Accounting System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIG</td>
<td>Office of the Inspector General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRA</td>
<td>Presidential Records Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD</td>
<td>Requirements Document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDT</td>
<td>Records Description Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMI</td>
<td>Records Management Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCI</td>
<td>Sensitive Compartmented Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>Standard Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSP</td>
<td>System Security Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST&amp;E</td>
<td>Security Test and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST&amp;EP</td>
<td>Security Test and Evaluation Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>Top Secret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC</td>
<td>Use Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCD</td>
<td>Use Case Document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UML</td>
<td>Unified Modeling Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URTS</td>
<td>Unclassified Redaction and Tracking System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML</td>
<td>eXtensible Markup Language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 9-1: Acronyms**